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Frederickson finalist for 
top spot at Colorado St. 
By Cal FitzSimmons 
Editor 
Eastern Washington University 
President Dr . H. George 
Frederickson is one of 15 finalists 
being considered for the vacant 
presidential job al Colorado Stale 
University. 
Rosemary Whitaker, chairper-
son of the Colorado State 
presidential search committee, 
said Dr. Frederickson was 
nominated for the position but 
did not actively seek the job. 
Whitaker said Frederickson did 
give the committee permission to 
THE 
Vol.JS No.3 
check into his background as part 
of the selection process. 
"We have investigated over 100 
potential candidates and have 
narrowed it down to Dr . 
Frederickson and 14 others . It is a 
compliment to him as well as to 
your campus that he is under con-
sideration for this position. Dr. 
Frederickson comes very highly 
recommended," Whitaker said. 
Frederickson said despite the 
fact that he is being considered 
for the Colorado State job he is 
happy right where he is. 
'' I am very loyal to Eastern 
Washington University. In my 
line of work it does happen where 
you get nominated for positions 
without actully seeking them," 
Frederickson said. 
When asked if he would travel 
to Ft. Collins, where Colorado St. 
is located, in the event he is 
selected as one of the five finalists 
Frederickson replied, "I don't 
like to deal with hypothetical 
situations. All I really want lo say 
on the matter right now is I did 
give the school permission to 
make inquiries concerning me." 
Whitaker said the selection 
committee will narrow the poten-
tial candidates down to the final 
five within two weeks. 
Eastern Washington University 
Ruth Van Osdel Wall shows John Dacey some of the goods at the ''Let Them Eat Cake" bake sale 
in the PUB Monday . See story page 9. (Staff photo by Doreen Bienz) 
Studeats have final say 
on state lobby fuadiag 
By Cal.FitzSimmons 
Editor 
Students registering for school 
this winter will have more to 
decide than just what classes they 
want to take. They will also be 
choosing whether or nvt they 
want to give a dollar to the 
Wa~hington Student Lobby. 
The Washington Student Lob-
by was formed in the spring of 
1982 in response to tuition hikes 
and budget cuts being handed 
down by state lawmakers. The 
young organization was greeted 
with laughter and criticism when 
the then leaders of WSL told 
legislators students should be ex-
exempt from taxes. 
.,Don't you think you have 
selfish motives in a time when 
everyone else is putting up more· 
money for taxes'! How can you 
ask to be excused from the real 
world?" one legislator asked a 
WSL spokesperson. 
Since that time WSL has fired 
its executive director as well as its 
paid lobbyist. The new executive 
director, Priscilla Scheidt, a 
former teacher and political ac-
tivist, says the main goal of 
WSL will be getting students 
registered to vote. Scheidt also 
says the lobby is in favor of a pro-
gressive tax system. Though they 
won't be making political en-
dorsements, Scheidt says the lob-
by will keep students informed on 
which legislators support higher 
education and which do not. 
ASEWU President Gina Hames 
had presented a recommendation 
to Eastern's board of trustees ask-
ing for a negative check-off 
system. 
The system would have re-
quired students to mark a box on 
registraHon forms saying they did 
not wish to monetarily support 
the lobby. If they did not mark 
the box, one dollar would have 
been automatically added to 
registration fees as a contribution 
to the student lobby. The board, 
however, chose to institute the 
positive/negative system. 
Eastern's participation in the 
young lobby has been limited in 
the past. In fact the school was 
one of the last public universi ties 
in the state to join the ranks of the 
WSL. 
Last spring a petition drive was 
held in which 45 percent of the 
students gave their signatures in 
support of EWU becoming a 
member of the WSL. 
As for funding fr()m Eastern, 
at least $2,000 must be collected, 
which means at least 2,000 
students must check the yes box if 
the school is to remain a part of 
the lobby. 
The WSL enjoys what is pro-
bably its strong-est support at 
Western Washington University, 
where over 70 percent of the 
students support the lobby each 
quarter. Western has the same 
negative check-off system Hames 
had been hoping would be in-
stituted here . 
The WSL headquarters is 
located in Olympia and is design-
ed to keep the individual schools 
posted on bills upcoming in the 
Senate concern ing co ll ege 
students. 
.. . continued on page 16 
Eastern Washington University President , Dr. H . George Frederickson 
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Weekend assaults 
shake Streeter 
By Julie O'Conner 
and Robert Siler 
Staff Writers 
Two female . Streeter Hall 
residents were assaulted in their 
rooms early Sunday mo rning. 
Neither one was injured, police 
said. 
Though the assaults occurred 
on different floors, police believe 
both were committed by the same 
person, based on descriptions of 
the susp~ct by the victims and the 
time frame of the incidents, said 
campus police Sgt. Vertie Brown, 
the investigating officer. 
Brown said the first incident 
occurred shortly after 1 a.m., 
when the suspect entered the first 
victim's unlocked room and 
assaulted and robbed her. 
"I thought it was my roommate 
until 1 looked up and saw him," 
the women said. "I screamed, but 
it was too late. He covered my 
mouth and nose -- I thought he 
was going to suffocate me," she 
said. 
The woman said she left the 
door unlocked because she ex-
pected her roomate to return 
shortly. 
The suspect was described as a 
white male, middle to late teens, 
with straight blond hair, over the 
ears, and parted in the middle. He 
was desribed as being 5 feet 7 to 5 
feet 9 inches tall, with a slim 
build, and no facial hair or 
glasses. An ldenti-kit composite 
picture is on page 16. 
" He said he would kil l me if l 
didn't shut up," the first victim 
said. "He kissed me and caressed 
me, but said he w0u ld n' t hurt me. 
He then covered my head with the 
covers and looked through the 
drawers for money," she said . 
The suspect left with about $ 19, 
she said . 
A short time after the first inci-
dent, a woman o n a different 
floor was a.,,au ted when she 
returned to her unlocked room 
after being gone for a few 
minutes. The suspect had been 
hiding begind the door of her 
room, police said. 
"I didn't scream," the woman 
said, "I just asked him what he 
thought he was doing." After 
grabbing her the suspect ran 
away, she said. 
Investigating officers collected 
some latent fingerprints at the 
scene and obtained information 
on possible suspects, he said. 
Dormitory securit y patrols 
have been increased following the 
iucident, Brown said. University 
police are urging dorm residents 
to be more security-conscious and 
to report suspicious behavior, he 
said . 
Anyone with information on 
the incident is asked to call 
University police at 359-6300, 
Brown said. Callers should ask 




By Robert M. Siler 
Associate Editor 
Seminars designed to suggest 
ways for students to protect 
themselves in dangerous social 
situations will be presented today 
at noon and in the evening. 
Robert Sanford, a campus 
police officer and teacher at the 
University of Washington, is con-
ducting the seminars. He 
developed his tips f'Or personal 
protection out of experience as a 
safet y officer during the past 12 
years, said Marianne Hall , direc-
tor of residential life. 
Using an approach directed at 
both men and women, Sanford 
discusses emotional problems that 
arise from date rape and acquain-
tance rape, and offers five way 
to avoid being a victim, Ha ll said . 
Sanford also stresses chat 
students learn to withstand the 
pressures that can be put on them 
in social situation . "He talks 
about people learning to ay no 
when they mean no," aid Loren 
Vogel, head re ident of Dr den 
... continued on page 16 




By Kalene Phillips 
Staff Writer 
A rewarding career at the end 
of the college rainbow means 
work -- lots of it -- in classrooms 
and out. 
Outside the classroom is 
Eastern' s job and career place-
ment office. It provides com-
prehensive assistance that may 
follow students from part-time 
employment to a position in their 
chosen career field . 
"We are here to find students 
employment,,,. said Gloria Grant, 
student employment manager. 
cial to be aired as a public service 
on local television, she said. 
If she doesn't know the answer 
to a question, chances are Merry 
Sewell knows where to find it. 
Her two years in student employ-
ment have been divided between 
helping students find part-time 
jobs and currently assisting in 
career placement. 
Sewell now keeps records of 
career information, current open-
ings in various fields locally and 
nationally and tries to follow 
students through to career place-
ment. 
One of the biggest problems is 
keeping current information for 
.. ,-, 
All part-time jobs posted in 
Showalter Hall Rm . 310 give 
priority to full-time students ( I 0 
or more credits). Several hundred 
on-campus, off-campus, work-
study and non-work-study 
students find jobs yearly through 
the center . 
graduate students. ~-¾< 
Graduates who keep an active ~ft 
file are notified when a job opens L--1n-th_e_P_U_B_.;...' m-u-lt_i_-; ... u~p.,o_s_e_ro_o_m_T---~"""es_d_a_y_n-ig_h .... t, the f?ur fina!ists we~e ~hoose~ for Homecoming 
that may interest them. Queen. (From L-R) the finalists are, Leslie Ellen Fraese (Phi Eta Sigma), M1~hele M. Heffron 
Specialists in fields from the (Colhecon), Vivian Kim La Francoevr (Delta Chi), and Jill Suzanne Wetmore (Morrison Hall). (Staff 
arts and sciences to education are 
available in counseling, resume photo by Steve Smith) 
And Merry Sewell, assisting in 
career placement in another part 
of the same office, works with 
some of the same students she 
knew when she had the job in stu-
dent employment. 
"It's possible to keep track of a 
student all through college until 
they are working in their career 
field," she said. 
The job search is free -- it re-
quires only that students follow 
through with employment ap-
plications and attend to other 
details . Counseling and advising 
are available to students who may 
have difficulties with any part of 
the process . 
If a resume or interview is 
necessary, instructions and ad-
visors will guide students through 
their competition. 
'Some of the best 
employees are EWU 
students.' 
"Sweat the small stuff," says 
the sign in Gloria Grant's office. 
She does. From referring 
students to employers to en-
couraging employers to hire 
Eastern students, Grant is "mak-
ing a push toward getting visibili-
t v in the community." 
- In a time when some public ser-
vices are diminishing, she said she 
feels they are growing. 
· Billboard space has been 
donated in Spokane, advertising 
appears in city buses, decals for 
display are available, and 
students are producing a commer-
writing, or any career-related pro-
blems or questions. 
Offices are open from 8 a.m. to 
5 p .m . weekdays . 
PART-TIME STUDENT 
EMPLOYMENT 
•The Vaughn Corporation 
(O'Leary's, Arby's and Luther's) 
will have representatives on cam-
pus Wednesday, Oct. 1~ to inter-
view students for part-time food 
service-related positions. In-
terested students must get ap-
plication procedures fr?m 





tion; northside of Spokane 
•Jr. Accountant-Trucking 
Firm; must have car 
•Gym Attendant-City Rec. 
Program 
•Criminal Justice position-
Town of Spangle 
•Recreation Leader-Drug and 
Alcohol Rehabilitation program 
for teens 
•Engineering Aid-Planning 
Dept. City Agency; must be 
upper-division Urban and 
Regional Planning major 
•Accounting Intern-City Agen-
cy 
Detailed information is 
available in the Studc:nt Employ-
ment Office, Showalter Rm. 310. 
LUNCHEON MENU 
Thurs., Oct. 6 
Fri., Oct. 7 
Sal., Oct. 8 
Sun ., Oct. 9 
Mon., Oct. JO 
Ti.es., Oct. II 
Wed., Oct. 12 
Served from 10:30a.m.-2:1S p .m. 
Bean Soup, Tacos, Tuna Nd: Cass., Pizza Sid, Carrot 
Coins, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd, Choe. Chip Cook. 
ManHtn Clm Chd, Fishwich, Bkd Spaghetti, Ham Sid 
Bowl, Cut Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & Cr Wt Brd, 
Oatmeal Cookies . 
BRUNCH 
BRUNCH 
Frn Onion Soup, Macaroni & Chse, Corndog/Pot Chp, 
Fruit Sid Bowl, Corn, Salad Bar, Wht & Ban. Brd, 
Coconut Cook. 
Scotch Brotch, Sloppy Joes, Broccoli Cass., Cam. 
Cadier Sid, Zucchini, Salad Bar, Wht & WW ~rd, 
Vanilla Pudding, Re Krspi Sq. 
Split Pea Soup, Netpunes Delight, Ripe Olive Cass, 
Korean Salad, Fr St Gr. Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & Ban. 
Brd, Choe. Pudding, Ranger Cookies 
10 Punch Breakfut/Lunch Tickets ... 120 
10 Punch Dinner Tickets ... $37 · 
Dinner Roan: 4: 15-6:30 
. . . 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
Oct. 18: A representative from 
MONTESSORY TRAINING 
CENTER will be on campus in-
terviewing all majors for teaching 
positions. SIGN-UP BEGINS 
Oct. 11 in Career Placement. 
Oct. -18: A representative from 
the BON MARCHE will be on 
campus to interview marketing, 
management, liberal arts, or 
home economics majors for ex-
ecutive training positions. SIGN-
UP BEGINS Oct. 11. 
Oct. 18: A representative from 
KAISER ALUMINUM & 
CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
will be on campus to interview ac-
counting majors for accountant 
positions. SIGN-UP BEGINS 
Oct. 11. 
Auditions set 
Open auditions for Eastern's 
Winter Dance Concert will be 
held at 6:00 p.m. Sunday, Oc-
tober 9, and Monday, October 10, 
in Dustin Studio at the Physical 
Education Phase II, Room 266. 
No prepared routines are re-
quired, and auditioners should 
wear leotards and tights. 
The Winter Dance Concert will 
be staged in late January and ear-
ly February. The choreographers 
will be Leonard J. Fowler and 
Edie Bucklin . 
To be considered for an inter-
view, candidates must complete 
an application form (available in 
the Placement Office, SHW 310). 
Oct. 18: A representative from 
K-MART CORPORATION will 
be on campus to interview all ma-
jors for retail management trainee 
positions within the 13 western 
states. SIGN-UP BEGINS Oct. 
11. 
Oct. 19: A representative from 
the U.S. AIR FORCE will be on 
campus to interview students in-
terested in their Officer Training 
Programs. SIGN-UP BEGINS 
Oct. 12. 
Oct. 20: A representative from 
LEVER BROTHERS will be on 
campus to interview business ma-
jors for sales representative posi-
tions. SIGN-UP BEGINS Oct. 
13. 
National forensic contest 
headquartered at Eastern 
By Lisa Moon 
Staff Writer 
Eastern Washington University 
is host institution and head-
quarters for the 33rd Annual Na-
tional Discussion contest. 
"What changes might improve 
the over-burdened court system in 
the United States?" is this year's 
topic question, chosen by 
members of the American Foren-
sics Association. 
The contest is not a debate. Stu-
dent teams of four or five full-
time undergraduates research the 
topic to develop workable 
hypotheses and produce discus-
sion tapes. All final recordings 
will be sent to Eastern to be 
numbered and distributed to 
various geographic areas of the 
nation for judging. This aspect of . 
anonymity helps to prevent possi-
ble prejudice based on territorial 
favoritism. 
In the past two years, teams 
from EWU have received first 
and third places in the competi-
tion. Eastern takes the role of 
contest headquarters over from 
the University of Georgia, which 
has held the position for several 
years. 
"One doesn't have to be a com-
munications major to take part," 
said co-director Dr. Larry Kraft. 
"Any interested students should 
feel free to get involved. Over 
I ,000 invitations are presently be-
ing sent to numerous major col-
leges and universities." 
The three winners in the 
semifinals will compete in the na-
tional finals, which will be held in 
February of 1984 at the Western 
States Speech Communications 
Association convention in Seattle. 
Tapes will be judged on 
originality, discussion techniques, 
topic analysis and quality of the 
decision reached. 
Kraft anticipates much interest 
to be generated. "The contest is 
lots of work, and this year will be 
bigger than ever. Audiences like 
educated, communicative discus-
sion. I see all kinds of possibilities 
for media coverage -- perhaps 
spots on national public radio and 
television," he said. 
Entries must be postmarked no 
later than Dec. I, 1983. For more 
information, interested parties 
may contact co-directors Dr. Lew 
Wilson and Larry Kraft at 
Eastern's department of com-
munication studies. 
---A PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY 
ALNA RAPPA PSI 
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 
Opeu TIie Door To: 
* Profetlional Contacts * Friendihip 
•Leadenh!f> ~ * Travel * Business bperienc» •Character Growth 
0.,.. To .All ■aaba1•, Ecoaomlm, Faldoa 
-udRTVMena ..... t......_. 
Membership Applications Are Available In Kingston 328A 
And _WIii Be Accepted Now Through Oct. 10 
________ 1topbyfor111W tnfoallatloa., ________ _ 
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TWO SHOWS 
SATURDAY,OCTOBER8 8& lOp.m . 
. 
SHOWALTER AUDITORIUM 
TICKETS $5 (AVAILABLE AT PUB INFO DESK) 
Presented by the ASEWU 
,. -
i 
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Opinion 
Streeter incidents an ugly retninder 
By Cal FitzSimmons 
Editor 
This campus was the scene 
for robbery and assault last 
weekend. Early Sunday morn-
ing two women in Streeter 
Hall were attacked by an in-
dividual who not only had no 
respect for the law but no 
sense of human decency. 
This was not the first time 
people at this school have been 
I 
subjected to senseless violence. 
Last April a woman in Mor-
rison Hall was raped and the 
person responsible for the 
crime was not apprehended. 
Violent crime is a very sad 
part of our society. All to 
often we read of murders, 
rapes, shootings, stabbings 
and other unsavory occur-
rences. With the overexposure 
we recieve to these crimes it is 
too easy to let them pass 
without having any feelings 
one way or another. But when 
the crime comes to our 
backyard we sit up and take 
notice. 
Residents of the dorms can 
now appreciate the fact that 
no one is immune to crime. It 
becomes real and horrifying 
when the victim lives in the 
same building as you or even 
in the next room. 
Law enforcement officials 
are assigned the task of bring-
ing these sick individuals to 
justice but they can only do so 
much. They cannot be ex-
pected to be on the scene im-
mediatly. They most often de-
pend on evidence they can 
gather at the scene, descrip-
tions provided by the victims 
and any other information 
people can supply them. 
If the person who assualted 
and robbed the two women in 
Streeter Hall rs to be ap-
prehended it may depend on 
the help of the innocent, car-
ing members of our campus. 
Police are reasonably certain 
the suspect is a student at 
Eastern. It is likely that there 
are people aquainted with this 
person who know of the crime 
and who committed it. They 
may be hesitant to come for-
ward with any information, 
thinking instead of protecting 
their friend. If this is the case 
then the persons should stop 
and consider some things. 
First of all their friend has 
committed a felony and has in-
fringed on the rights of two in-
nocent persons without ,regard 
to their feelings. Second, this 
man has stepped outside the 
bounds of civilized behavior, 
ahd belongs behind bars or at 
least before a judge who can 
decide his fate. Third--Stop 
and think about what this per-
son has done. He has robbed 
and assaulted and it will pro-
bably not be the last time. Is 
this the kind of friend you 
want? Can you trust him? 
If anyone knows who is 
responsible for the assaults 
and robberies in Streeter Hall 
early Sunday morning please 
do yourself and the rest of the 
campus a favor ' and tell the 
police about it. 
Biggerr i.s not better 
By Kalene Phillips 
Staff Writer 
'Tis a dilemma. To be small, 
elite and progressive or to be big, 
mediocre and noticed. Bigger is 
better, more is richer and only 
those of us who don't deal in 
economics would question the 
validity of expansion. 
According to , last Sunday's 
front page s tory in The 
Spokesman Review, Eastern 
wants to make the big time. The 
University president a nd some 
businessmen want to add more 
majors and promote athletics in 
spite of competition from "the 
other universities" -- Gonzaga 
and Washington State. 
But something , probably 
idealism, tells me we can get bet-
ter without getting bigger. That 
would mean taking a different 
route to greatness. 
Internally, our University could 
. emphasize majors already ~f-
fered. By keeping a nd hiring the 
best caliber instructors possible, 
training students on the best 
. .. continued on nexl page 
Political cake in poor taste -
By Roberl M. Siler 
Associate Editor 
In the late 1700's France's 
peasants were barely scraping 
by. Bread, when it \\as 
available , was often a n un-
palpable mixture of whcaL and 
gritty black clay. 
France' s nobility didn't 
Sf'em too concerned, however. 
Their uncaring attitude was 
best epitomized by Marie An-
toinette, the French queen . 
When informed that the 
peasants had no bread she 
replied, ''Then let them eat 
cake." 
Striking a comparison 
between Antoinette and Presi-
dent Reagan was the order of 
the day last Monday. A "Let 
Them Eat Cake" sale in the 
PUB offered such goodies as 
"Trim the Military Muffins," 
"Breadline Molasses-Banana 
Bread," and "James Watt's 
Clearcut Forest Cake." . 
Together with people in 200 
cities across the country 
holding similar bake sales, 
sponsors sought to raise 
money .for "victims of 
Reaganomics," and to de-
mand that the president 
change programs that work 
against citiz_ens, rather than 
for them. 
While I agree with many of 
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Reagan's critics, particularly 
in areas of defense spending 
and the environment, I think 
this latest attack is unfair and 
uncalled for. It implies that 
Reagan has the same uncaring 
attitude that helped spark a 
revolution. 
By m!;lking this comparison, 
are Reagan detrators calling 
for the president to face the 
same fate that befell , Ms. 
Antoinette--the guillotine? 
It is obvious to me that 
Reagan does care. He con-
tinues to distribute free food 
to the poor, despite com-
plaints that the giveaway is 
hurting American farmers by 
taking away potential 
customers. 
Reagan has diverted money 
away from social programs to 
help the economy recover. 
This redistribution is open to 
criticism. It also has a defense, 
however. Reagan truly 
believes that a boomin~ 
economy will provide the 
resources to help the needy, 
through private donations. 
He bases this belief, in part, 
on the actions of the previous 
administration. Massive spen-
ding on social programs 
helped drive up inflation, in-
terest rates and unemploy-
ment. Despite Carter.'s com-
mitment to social spending, 
the majority of people were 
worse off at the end of his 
term than now. 
Reagan has proven to be a 
leader who can get something 
done if he truly believes in it. 
C ritics would be better off to 
convince Reagan to support 
their point,of view, and get the 
president on their side, rather 
than to continue this type of 
mudslinging. 
"Let Them Eat Cake" 
sponsors missed their mark. 
Rather than chop off Reagan' s 
head, their unfair attitude 
caused them to chop off their 
own toes. 
The Easterner encourages responsible opinions and the discus-
sion of isses, both on-campus and o ff-campus, in .the form of let-
ters to the editor. 
Letters should be double-spaced and typewritten, with name 
and phone number of the writer included . Letters without names 
and, phone numbers will not be printed. 
The Eastern reserves the right to edit all letters , but only for 




Dewey dislikes EWU's 
decimal grading system 
By D.J. Dewey 
The "poinC' grading system 
should be abolished at EWU. 
Take for example, a report card 
that shows four grades: 3.4, 2.8, 
3.0 and 3.8. Translate that into 
letter grades, which they have to 
do for you anyway on the back of 
the report card, and you have a 
8 + , a 8-, a 8, and an A. 
The "point" grading system is 
very deceiving here. One would 
think an "A" on their report card 
would be shown as a 4.0. 
However, a 3.8 is not a 4.0, but it 
is still an "A!" That "A" is .2 
grades lower than a 4.0 "A," 
which in turn lowers the grade 
point and the accumulative grade 
point average of that student by 
.2. Students are getting gypped. 
A 3.8 isjustapoorex-
cuse for an "A ". 
All through grade ~chool, 
junior high, and in some high 
schools, students have been 
receiving letter" grades. You either 
get an "A," a "B" or a "C" 
etc ... To earn the" A" you would 
have to work harder in school, 
Bigger 
.. . continued from page 4 
equipment available and, in every 
major now offered, having a 
comprehensive program, EWU 
could prepare its students for the 
world with credentials they can 
count on. 
As it stands now, Eastern 
graduates are faced with competi-
tion from graduates of other 
universities with better programs. 
A degree from Eastern needs to 
be regarded as proof of the finest 
education. Employers need to 
view the graduates in all majors as 
having substantial qualifications 
over other university graduates. 
The emphasis on athletics and 
athletic programs to attract 
money and attention to the 
university is a superficial ploy. 
Our purpose here is education. 
The problem is money, as 
usual. It makes me wonder how I 
can help. Perl\aps if I get myself 
an outstanding football player, 
he'll make a name and money for 
Eastern and L can get · a better 
quality education. 
Better yet, let's change the kind 
of thinking that equates small in 
negative terms. Instead, let's give 
some thought on how to be more 
of what we are -- small -- and 
beter at what we do -- educate. 
Called the Op-Ed page, 
this space will be reserved 
. for opposing viewpoints 
and guest editorials. ·Its 
purpose is that of a forum 
for ideas important to our 
readers and rebuttals to 
stand taken by The 
Easterner staff. 
The paper welcomes sub-
missions to the Op-Ed 
page. Drafts must be 
double- or triple-spaced, 
neatly typed and of interest 
to our readers. 
, I The Easterner reserves 





; · Jubmitted. It is our hope 
that this addition will 
perpetuate a free flow of 
ideas and discussion, which 
is an important part of 
journalism in our society. 
I 
' I 
but it means more when you do 
earn the "A" rather than a 
"point" grade because a 3.8 is 
just a poor excuse for an "A." 
'~_Why don't we just 
abolish the pluses, 
minuses, and points, 
and get rid of the con-
fusion?" 
Grades are important. Without 
them no one. would have tp take 
tests, do homework, or par-
ticipate in class. Therefore, 
grades are important because they 
represent what a student has 
learned. So, if you don't learn 
anything it will probably show up 
in your grades. Buy why all the 
numbers? They are confusing. 
The "points have to be translated 
on the back of the report card, for 
crying out loud, into letter 
grades! 
Is that for the student-'s benefit 
or for the administration's? If 
they don't even know what a 3.2 
is, how are you expected to know 
its meaning? . 
Let's say a student received a 
3.5 for a class grade. However, 
during a session with the teacher 
regarding grades for the quarter, 
the teacher said that student 
would be receiving a 3.8. It's only 
.3 points difference, but it was 
enough to lower the entire grade 
point average. What did th·at stu-
dent really earn? An "A" or an 
"A-?" Why don't we just abo.lis.h 
the pluses, minuses, and points, 
and get rid of the confusion? 
One might argue that using 
straight letter grades may give 
room for teachers to favor or 
punish certain students by leaning 
towards one grade or another. 
Well if that's the case, they 
shouldn't be teaching in the first 
place. If teachers would give 
students what they earn, or don't 
earn, students would probably 
have more respect for teacher· . 
Leaning toward one grade or 
another can be easily avoided: 
EWU could utilize the curve 
method effectively. Base the 
curve on a scale like this: scores 
ranging from 90-100 = A, 80-
901 = 8, 70-80 = C, and so on. 
How simple. The student will 
want to try harder to get up into' 
the high range, teachers will have 
an easier time grading when 
report cards are due, and it will 
also help eliminate grade infla-
tion. 
"Keep it sifJ1p/e. ,, 
With the "point" grade system, 
not only do good students get 
gypped, but underachievers look . 
worse than they really are. 
Because though a 2.7 equals a 8-, 
which is still in the B range, one 
still associates a two-point-
something with a "C" grade. It is 
not fair lo tag a half-grade onto 
the end of one and call it a 2.7 or 
a 8-. It is a 8. 
Keep it simple. Abolish the 
"point" grade system and with it 
goes deceit and confusion. 
Editor's note: D.J. Dewey is a 





Students at Eastern Washington University can now say they have 
a lobby in Olympia. Even though this school won't be donating any 
money to the cause until next quarter, we are now officially a 
member of the Washington Student Lobby (WSL). 
While the average Joe or •Jane on campus isn't likely to get very 
excited about his fact, it is, nonetheless, a noteworthy occasion. We, . 
the little-understood students of higher education in this state, now 
have a voice in the state capital. However, that voice might have a 
little trouble being heard over the deep bass rumbles of the old and 
established lobbying forces upon whose turf we are stepping. No--
the ear of the lawmaker is not likely to bend in the direction of the 
WS~. They have enough trouble keeping the big guns happy without 
worrying about some up-start lobby. 
The WSL can't expect any help from the other lobbys in Olympia 
either, and especially not from the Washington Education Associa-
tion. WEA has been watching out for the interest of teachers in this 
state for many years and thec;e budget-cutting times have seen their 
power grow. They are, in fact, the biggest lobby in-Olympia. When 
it comes to spending for higher education, WEA knows where they 
want the money to go and it's not towards tuition cuts. WEA wat-
ches out for the people who pay th~ir salaries and that's the 
teachers, not the students. · 
The Washington Student Lobby is pretty much on its own. They 
probably won't have much impact on how our state leaders vote, 
but they will be around to give their opinions anyway. 
In fact, they might be the Rodney Dangerfields of the Olympia 
crowd. Say, f nr instance, a politician is trying to decide between 
voting for pay raises for the educators or tuition cuts for students. 
He is approached by a WEA lobbysit, who probably knows him by 
name. The two go down to one of the finest restaurants in town to 
discuss the options over filet mignon and whiskey sours. The WEA 
lobbyist reminds the politician how much money his union donated 
to his election campaign and how there is an interesting candidate 
for his seat in the next election. Everything is perfectly on the up and 
up. It's all part of the game of politics and lobbying. 





October 6, 1983 
October sunlight streams to earth: 
The winter is glaring in: 
The chilling winds, the fiery cold, 
The air is icy thin. 
Conditions of the battleground, 
From last week, muddy-green, 
Lie horiwntally vertkal, 
No sign of life between. 
With vultures circling overhead 
And wolf packs growing near, 
A rising tension fills the air; 
The war will soon be here. 
Horizon under violence, 
Here now a war will dawn; 
The football thunders through the sky; 
The battle rages on. 
The vultures roar; the wolves take notes; 
The battle rages on. 
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Pop quizes are a pain 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
Staff Writer 
Ulcers have a tendency to 
hinder a student's academic 
achievement. Pop quizzes tend to 
place relentless anxiety upon a 
student, causing the secretion of 
acidic stomach fluids which 
disintegrate layers of stomach tin- · 
ing, ultimately resulting in an 
ulcer. 
Hence, a correlation is drawn 
between pop quizzes and ulcers, 
and between academic achieve-
ment and pop quizes. 
Though not entirely scientific, 
this bit of logic(?) might lead one 
to believe that pop quizzes should 
be banned from all facets of con-
temporary mortal existence. This 
is an intelligent assumption. 
Possibly the omni-presence of 
test anticipation in the classroom 
keeps the student more' aler t, 
prepared and ready for class par-
ticipation, but detrimental 
drawbacks remain in the 
foreground. 
Students hospitalized due to 
classroom-inflicted ulcers are not 
more alert, prepared and ready 
for classroom participation than 
those students attending class 
every day, free of the worry and 
pain accompanying the 
possibilities of pop quizzes. 
The next day a student representative from the WSL comes into 
this same politician's office. The state representative or senator see~. 
a college student who will graduate and leave the lobby soon. Ht 
knows this student represents a lobby whose supporters are loose!} 
knit, to say the least. This lobbyist, being a student, probably can ' I 
afford to treat the politician to Big Macs, much less steaks . And as. 
for drinks, the student quite possibly isn't old enough to buy a six 
- pack. The politician, being a man or woman of great conscience 
though, hears the student out. He listens as the WSL representative 
pleads the case of the poor college students of Washington. But 
when it comes time to vote, for what cause does the politician vote? 
The WSL is not a powerful voice in the state capital. Maybe years 
from now they will have a team of professional lobbyists pleading. 
their causes effectively, but for now, they make gestures. 
They -can lay claim to at least one significant accomplishment . 
Last spring they managed to gather signatures of 45 percent of the 
students of this school in favor of joining the lobby. Considering tltc 
apathetic a ttitude of the majority ot' the students, this was no smal : 
achievement. The WSL showed their determination (and guts) b~ 
standing at the bus stops and greeting those surly early-morning 
commutters with pens and petitions. 
Since they gathered those signatures, they have a new execut ivl' 
director. Her name is Priscilla Scheidt, a Gloris · Steinem lookalik<· 
(minus a few pounds). Scheidt is no stranger to the game of politics . 
After teaching high school f 0r nine years, she quit to devote her time 
to fighting for causes. Most of the causes she has championed hacl 
something to do with education. She even ran unsuccessfully once 
for the State Senate from the 30th district. The main emphasis ot 
Scheidt and the WSL will be getting students registered to vote. As 
Scheidt puts it, "If we want a hammer to hold over the heads of 
legislators who are voting against us, then voter turnout is the wa~ 
to do it." 
.The most pressing problem for the Washington Student Lobby h 
getting the funds to keep the lobby in business. Getting Eastern 10 
participate may have been a feather in the cap of the organization . 
but it isn't yet money in the pocket. 
The students will decide if Eastern is willing to support the lobby. 
When registration time rolls around, a " yes" or " no" check will 
determine the fate of this group as far as EWU is concerned. Tht· 
WSL is counting on 2,000 Eastern students to each donate a dolla r 
to their cause. It would have been easier had a sneakier little system 
been instituted. The system WSL supported would have had tht• 
students automatically supporting WSL unless they checked off a 
negative box. The negative check-off probably would have slipped 
by enough students to keep Eastern active in WSL. Fortunate!~ 
there were souls wise enough to see the injust ice of the negativl' 
check-off system. 
Maybe it will be the biggest test of the WSL's powers of pers•· 
sion when it comes time to convince students to donate a ~· · 
tuition-paying time. 
Movies 
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'Zelig,' 'Big Chill' .rather warm; others not so hot 
By Cassie Andrews 
Movie Critic 
This week I will talk about 
some of the new movies currently 
playing in Spokane. 
"The Big Chill" 
After a man commits suicide, 
his friends from years before 
come together for his funeral and 
end up spending the weekend 
together in a house that one of the 
couples now lives in, along with 
the girl the dead man had been 
living with. She, being younger 
and a stranger to most of them , 
doesn't seem to fit in at first. 
Together again , they talk about 
what they expected, and how 
things have turned out. They 
entered young adulthood as non-
conformists but are now, for the 
most part, members of the 
establishment. 
Lawrence Kasdan, who 
directed and co-wrote " The Big 
Chill, " said he "wanted to do a 
film about what was happening 
with my generation ... I wanted to 
do a movie about how people's 
values go through a kind of shi ft. 
1 don' t think it ' s unique to my age 
group either; every generation 
goes through a transition. You 
seem to start with the presump-
tion that you can save the world 
and you wind up not being sure 
you can save your friend across 
the room." 
Kasdan describes ' 'The Big 
Chill " as a "comedy of values." 
The cast includes some of 
Hollywood's most talented and 
popular rising sta rs, such a s 
William Hurt, Tom Berenger, 
Glenn Close, and Meg Tilly. 
" The Big Chill" has characters 
which seem to be true to people's 
lives, people that most of the au-
dience can relate to in one way or 
another . For that reason , among 
others, this is definitely one of the 
movies to see. 
•'Eddie and the 
Cruisers" 
Some years ago, Eddie and the· 
Cruisers were making tapes for 
their new album, to be titled "A 
Season in Hell," but the music 
wasn't great. Eddie wanted to be 
great. But as one of the Cruisers 
tells him, "We're not great, we're 
just some guys from Jersey." 
That night, Eddie disappeared, 
and maybe died. 
The movie isn't great, either. 
But it isn't bad. It entertains, has 
few slow moments, and keeps the 
audience's interest. 
It starts with a magazine 
reporter wondering if maybe Ed-
die is still alive. She looks up all 
of the Cruisers, who broke up and 
pursued other carel!rs after Eddie 
was gone. Then things start hap-
pening. Eddie's old girlfriend gets 
strange calls, and someone breaks 
in and makes messes in two of the 
Cruisers' homes. Could it be Ed-
die? 
Like I said, it isn't great, but it 
is good, and worth seeing if you 




This is not a movie to see if you 
want to sit back and be entertain-
ed . lt demands that you keep your 
mind constantly active, trying to 
figure out what is happening, and 
once you figure out what' s hep-
pening, you have to figure out 
why it ' s happening. This is not an 
easy task, and I must say, I still 
don ' t understand why most things 
happened the way they did. 
Colonel John Lawrence (Tom 
Conti) and Major Jack Celliers 
(David Bowie) are in a prisoner of 
war camp in 1942 Java . The 
Japanese guards seem to enjoy 
Smith 
Jewelers 
The place to go 
for your repairs 
& jewelry needs 
408 1st, Cheney 
(across from Goofys) 
b_eating up ~n the prisoners, and 
Lawrence and Celliers seem to go 
out of their ways to make the 
Japanese angry. 
Later, Celliers tells how his lit-
tle brother used to sing, and how, 
because of something Celliers did 
(or didn't do), his little brother 
never sings anymore. He seems to 
think he needs to be punished for 
this, even though his brother is 
now married and living a fine life 
as a fa rmer. Frankly, I think he 
goes a little too far with his 
punishment, . and I don't 
understand why. 
Being over two hours long is 
another drawback, since long 
before that time one ceases to care 
about what happens to the 
characters . 
··Zelig" 
Woody Allen's newest movie is 
a documentary, newreel style, 
about Leonard Zelig, a " human 
Chameleon." He changes, like 
the lizard, according to the com-
pany he's in. For example, in the 
company of doctors he acts and 
talks like a doctor, in the com-
pany of Chinese people he begins 
to look Chinese, and so on . He is, 
as is stated in the film, the perfect 
conformist. 
Zelig if found out eventually, 
and is studied by doctors, mostly 
by Dr. Eudora Fletcher (Mia Far-
row), who is the one most con-
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Prominent banker 
wishes to help 
put 10,000 students 
through college. 
Washington Mutual is now offering student 
loans at 7% to 9% interest. (A.P.R.). For both 
graduate and undergraduate students. 
You can borrow at these low rates to put 
yourself through college now without making 
any payments until after you graduate. And 
there's no interest charged to you at all until 
six to ten months after you're out of school. 
Even then, you'll have five to ten years to 
repay. It couldn't be a better deal. . . 
Generally, you'll qualify if you're a resi-
dent of, or attending a·school in Washington, 
and are not in arrears on other government 
grants or loans. Apply now for money for fall. 
See the Financial Assistance officer 
at your school for full details. Come in 
or call Washington Mutual. 
MatualQUP 
The only bank thats more than a bank:· 
· M ember FDIC. 
Washington Mutual Savings Bank and its affiliates : 
Murphey Favre. Inc/ Composite Research and M anagement Co.I 
Washing ton Mutual Service Corp 
W 601 Main Ave. 455-7776 • E. Queen Avenue At Mayl air in North town 
455-7750 • E. 11205 Sprague in Opportunity455-7756·•.No. Grand Ave. at 
Davis Way in Pullman 322-3561 · 
ccrned about helping him. Live" and the movie " Trading 
Places" will be performing at 8 
and 10 p.m. in the auditorium. 
This movie has been receiving 
wonderful reviews and com-
ments, and for good reason. "The Year of Living 
Dangerously" stars Mel Gibson 
as an Australian journalist, living 
dangerously in Indonesia in the 
1950's. His co-stars are Sigourney 
Weaver, and Linda Hunt, a 
midget, cast as a male. 
· After last year's box office disap-
point ment " A Midsummer 
Night's Sex Comedy" it's nice to 
know that Woody Allen can still 
write new original and better 
movies. 
Although it is a bit slow at 
times, overall it is a pretty good 
movie, and worth the dollar or 
two it will cost you to see it. 
.. The Year of 
, Living 
Dangerously'' 
This is the movie playing on 
campus this weekend, Friday and 
Sunday evenings at 7 in Showalter 
Auditorium. It won't play on 
Saturday because Al Franken and 
Tom Davis of "Saturday Night 
Well, tha t 's it for this week. 
Until next time, take care, don't 
work too hard, and watch for me 









The Bible is perhaps the most misunderstood and abused book 
read in the world today. Too often bystanders have been sub-
jected to embarrassment an_d scorn from "bible-bangers" who 
use the book as a club to " lovingly" show their superior 
k?owl~dge of scriptures (?), their undeniable compassion (?) and 
smcenty (?) to save (?) their intended victims. One can only 
wonder ~ow God '?an love even these idiots ... or one can hope 
tha~ the frre and bnmstone that they like so much will fall upon 
therr own heads so that indeed the world might be saved from 
them! 
A most popular phrase is that the Bible is inerrant. The state-
ment is either wrong or it is nonsense! Some of my reasoning will 
not appe~r here but let me state a brief case: To worship the Bible 
as a god 1s to deny the reality of the living God of whom the Bible 
speaks. Think about it. 
Another way is which the Bible is abused is to read and see it 
onl~ as _vene1. It has been said you can support any point of view 
by·fmdmg a verse to support it. This method of "proof-texting" is 
true. You can. Volleyball, tennis and basketball are OK because 
David pl~ye<:f in the "courts of the Cord." A principle of magie is 
the substitution of the past for the whole : if a rabbit is good luck 
and you can't carry around a rabbit all the time then a rabbit's foot 
will do. Seeing a part of the whole is part of the human condition -
but remember that an elephant is a big animal and putting the 
parts .together will give you a glimpse of the whole. Jesus' 
e1,1errues were al~ays quoting scripture in an effort to trap Him. 
His responses pointed to the inte1Jt and spirit of scripture as a 
whole. 
The authority of the Bible rests upon the decision of the Chris-
tian co~~unity to accept and limit its contents as an expression 
of the hvmg God's relationship to creation. It is salvation-history· 
the_ drive toward union with God by people , the movements of~ 
lovmg. God to embrace creation as a long lost prodigal which 
seeks its way home. 
To appreciate the Bible .iilS it should be understood is to stand in 
awe_ before the universe, to wonder at the miracle of life . For 
behmd eae-ll word is the shadow of the unfathomable and the 
whisper that life is good see to it that you do justice, love in 
fu~lness, walk hu~ly, as a creature who knows in part yet lives 
faith and compassion. To be a human being, however'painful that 
process of discovering may be, is to be a humane person who 
knows that faith and life and hope are eternaJ. 
PAX, 
Ed. 
in two weeks: Faith and Belief 
Fellowship Group meets Sundays, 7 p.m. at K-House. 
Bible Study/Fellowship Thursdays at 7 p.m. 
Fall Retreat-Oct. 21-23. $10-families, children are welcome. 
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Showalter Gallery showing abstract works 
Dawn Smith admires "Silence Absolutely." (Staff 
photo by Gene Dietzen) 
By Lisa Moon 
Staff Writer 
"Recent Works on Paper and Mixed Media 
Pieces" created by Patti Patterson are presently 
being exhibited in the Showalter Gallery. 
The artist manipulates subjects of abstract 
birds, boots, flowers, and faces through various 
hues with Prisma color pencils. Muted shades 
blend softly with backgrounds of grey, char-
treuse, orange, and deep rose. 
One piece entitled "Three Jewels" is divided 
into eight small scenes, captioned with lines in-
dicative of a mother's maternal instinct. 
Patterson uses Prisma color pencils well; many 
times it's apparent where several colors have been 






Patterson•s work captivates two appreciative art viewers. (Staff photo 
by Gene Dietzen) 
Oct. 31 is the final day of the exhibition. 
Gallery hours are Monday through Friday, 8:00 
a .m. ~o 5:00 p.m. 
' -
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"fhe moment you place 
your order, the Domino's 
Pizz-a team leaps irato 
action. When you want 
pizza, call the professionals. 
Domino's Pizza Delivers"'. 
235-2000 
1879 FIRST ST. 
CHENEY 
Limited 
delivery area . 
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ing in .. military science. These 
students are working towards 
master's degrees in areas such as 
business, nursing, anthropology, 
home economics, physics, 
history, computer science, and · 
English, as well," said Capt. 
Culver Stone. 
The leadership awards were 
granted to 34 students, based on 
excellent performance 
demonstrated by cadets who at-
tended this past summer's Ad-
vanced Leadership Camp at Fort 
Lewis near Tacoma. 
This year represents the first 
time two females have held top 
designated positions since ROTC 
was established at Eastern in 
1953. Cadet Lt. Col. Christine 
Pirtle is first commander of 
cadets, and Cadet Maj. Theresa 
Boyle is operations executive of-
ficer and assistant to the first 
commander. 
Guest speaker for the ceremony 
was Phil Beukema, dean of 
Eastern's school of business. His 
(Staff photo by Brad Garrison lecture expressed views on leader-
ship and success. Master of 
ceremonies was Cadet Capt 
Craig Cooper. 
ROTC cadets 
"ROTC is a collection of in• 
troductory courses designed to 
improve awareness of oppor-
tunities while learning skills in 
orienting, rifle marksmanship, 
etc," Stone said. receive awards Scholarship recipients ift.clude: Jeffrey Allen, Theresa Boyle, Roy 
Brown, Jon Fox, Barry Jones, 
By Lisa Moon 
Staff Writer 
Ashleigh McFadden, Michael 
plied to their specific areas ot Wiker, Duke Batchelor, 
study. The scholarships and cer- Christopher Little, Ann McDer-
tificates were awarded by mit, Earl Noble, Terressa Peter-
Thursday, Sept. 29, was chairmen of 14 academic depart- s~m. Timothy Roehr, Sharon 
Achievement Day for ROTC ments in which the cadets held Schenk, Debra Smith, Sean 
cadets. An awards ceremony took their majors. Ward, Jefferson Belote, Mitchell 
place at 1 p.m. in Kennedy The scholastic awards were Witters, Kevin Grondahl, David 
Auditorium to recognize distributed in three sections; Haupt, Kimberly Koterba, Aaron 
scholastic and leadership ex- students with grade · point Nickelson, Raymond Seely, 
cellence. averages of 3.8 and above, 3.75, Robert Bafaro, and Debbie 
Twenty-six young men and and 3 .S, respectively. Aguilar. 
women received a total of "It is generally and incorrectly Leadership awards were earned 
$156,000 in scholarships to be ap- assumed that all cadets are major- by the following: Christine Pirtle, 
· Theresa Boyle, Paul Cepeda, .. -------coupon--------, Michael Wiker, Roy Brown, I nQ\NGS RESTAURANr I Craig Cooper t Adrian1 Ereken-
1 ~ '!,£ It La brack, Jon Fox, Barry Jones, .. ~\\.\_G l/·q~ I John Kruse, Arthur Lysne, I ~ ... ._ · <' Ashleigh McFadden, Clint Med-
I 
-..--:,c I ford, John Pettibone, Don Rush, 
I 
Mark Withers, Debbie Aguilar, 
I Jeffrey Allen, Mary Bishop, 809 ~ st - Cheney. I Perry Chappell, James Hill, Erma 
I Meet Your Friends at the Willow Holmes, Gary Hunter, Keith 
I I Kirkwood, John Magnuson, Late at Night I Gwendolyn Reigel, Kenneth I Rouse, Kelly Rowe, James 
I •3-Piece Batter-Dipped Chicken I Ruzicka, Matthew Scher~erhorn, S I d Eric Schneider, Amanda Shann-
1 :s~:p Bar 2 tor I ing, Robert Smith, and Carl Vin-•Choice of Potato or Rice I cent. I • Dinner Bread S 6 ■ 9 5 A second Achievement Day will 
I I 
be held in late May to 
acknowledge the cadets' cum-
L I mutative performances for the ----a-coupon expires 10/16/83-•----■ year. 
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"Making the Transition From School to Work" 
'Let them eat cake' 
Pastries parody Reagan policies 
By Sandy Krause 
Staff Writer 
Monday, the PUB was filled 
with political pasteries. The 
sweets with a statement were all 
part of ''The First National Let 
Them Eat Cake Sale." 
The sale was originated in 
Washington D.C., and more than 
200 cities across the nation have 
participated in taking a stand 
against President Reagan's social 
programs. 
According to sponsors, the sale 
stemmed from Reagan's call for 
volunteerism to raise half a 
million dollars to aid the nation's 
poor. 
The cakes sold at EWU averag-
ed a dollar a slice, and each was 
placed in a box with a political 
· cartoon. The names of the foods 
included "Trim the Military Muf-
fins" and "James Watt's Clear-
cut Forest Cake." 
The originators of the bake sale 
were trying to prove that 
Reagan's stat~ment on voluntary 
aid was inaccurate, and that the 
public counldn't raise the money 
he had taken out of programs for 
the poor. 
Although the proceeds from 
Monday's sale have not yet been 
tallied, it seems the sale was a suc-
cess. Education was the true goal 
of this event, and nation-wide 
support helped them to achieve 
that, sponosors said. 
Pl:JB project options numerous 
By Bill Akers 
Staff Writer 
The upcoming expansion of the 
Pence Union Building is an issue 
of great concern to Eastern 
students for several reasons. In a 
recent interview with Gina 
Hames, ASEWU president, some 
of the options of the expansion 
project were revealed. 
The first option being discussed 
is whether -the expansion should 
be partial or total, said Hames. In 
other words, should the entire 
funding for the project (a sum ap-
proaching $300,000) be spent all 
at once, or to wait and make par-
tial improvement.s along the way. 
At this point, there appears to be 
some hesitation on the part of the 
council as to which of the routes, 
if either, is best. lil the mean time, 
there is talk of bringing in a ex-
pert to ~easure how long each 
route would take, and ·which is 
more advisable. 
.Hames said another definite 
possibility is to scrap the PUB ex-
pansion alltogehter. This would 
give ASEWU $300,000 to spend 
in other areas. One avenue that 
concerns students is the possibili-
ty that the dorm rates could be 
lowered. However, this would on-
ly be if the expansion project was 
terminated, said Hames. It should 
be announced in a month or so, 
and the lower rates could take ef-
fect as early as winter quarter, she 
said. 
So there are the possible actions 
and alternatives. On one hand 
there is the expansion, partial or 
total, that could include new 
shops, better or revised food ser-
vice, and commuter cover. On the 
other hand is the lower dorm rates 
in conjunction with the termina-
tion of the expansion . 
Hames and other officals hope 
that the chaµges would be 
welcomed and appreciated. 
Council readies for retreat 
By Allee Kirkmire 
Staff Writer 
Discussed at the ASEWU coun-
cil meeting held Tuesday after-
noon were two key issues. The 
first of these was a motion to tem-
porarily suspend the bill which 
states that the council can only 
advertise one week (from Tues. to 
the following Mon.) for all open 
council positions. 
As of this week two council 
positions remain unfilled, and on-
ly thr_ee applications have been' 
received. The council decided to 
postpone the deadline until S p.m. 
today, hoping that those elected 
will be able to attend the council 
retreat. The council voted to hold 
a special session at 6 p.m. today 
to discuss appointments of new 
council members. 
The retreat, scheduled to begin 
Friday and run through S.unday, 
is to be held at Priest Lake Resort 
in northern Idaho. This event is 
scheduled to get all members of 
the ASEWU together to discuss 
business, meet new members, and 
enjoy themselves. 
King Size Photo Offers 
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Profile 
Africa's Kalahari Desert is a nice place to visit, but. • • 
working for two weeks and we 
tried to have that extended. Now 
we realize that our contact person 
knew on an intuitive level that we 
could probably not have survived 
for that period of time because 
survival on the desert was so dif-
ficult. It was freezing at night, 
like down to 25 degress, and a 
hundred degrees during the day, 
and we were living outside. 
Q: What were your living 
quarters like? 
A: While on the desert we lived 
in an old tent. Throughout the 
rest of the trip our living quarters 
were anything we could find, such 
·as: homes, schools, trains and we 
even stayed at a resort once. 
Q: Where did you bathe? 
A: Bathing was a major dif-
ficulty. We used a washtub when 
we could get water. 
Q: What did you eat? 
A: Because we were Americans, 
people went to special efforts to 
give us food we were accustomed 
to. When we purchased food we 
were able to get cabbage, 
tomatoes, a?h.l chickens when we 
were in a large village. When we 
were in our village we ate mainly 
porridge, goat meat, and drank 
tea. 
change jobs they have to wail 15 
years to apply for a very small 
house 20' by 15' in size. It's illegal 
for a white person to be there 
after a certain amount of time. 
The transportation system is 
segregated. The people are jamm-
ed into these buses and trains. 
Q: How were you able, as a 
white person, so stay in this 
town? 
A: Crossroads had arranged 
with some people they knew there 
for us to stay in Soweto. 
Q: So you can get special per-
mission to stay there? 
A: We didn't get it from the 
South African government. We 
weren't put in the position to tell 
them. We were very protected by 
the people in Soweto who were 
responsible for us. 
Q: Did you run into any South 
Arican prejudice? 
A: The people of Botswana are 
very dependent on South Africa, 
but they are very anti-South 
African government and very 
anti-United States support of 
South Africa. 
Q : How do they feei about thei~ 
own government? 
Sylvia Williams reflects on her African trip. (Staff P.hoto by Doreen Bienz) Q: What were the people like? 
A: People were very friendly, 
A: The Botswana government, 
it appears, is there for the people. 
We were told there might not be 
sidewalks because it's more im-
portant to feed people. People 
respect the government as trying 
to do its best. The government 
supplies drought relief in the form 
of food and health care for the 
By Susa■ Enslow 
Staff Writer 
Sylvia Williams, a health plan-
ner at Eastern, first approached 
me a year ago with interest in go-
ing to Africa. She had heard I'd 
spent two years there. The woman 
literally cross-examined me on 
Africa with hopes of going there 
someday. Never had I met a 
woman more determined to ac-
complish this difficult feat. And 
out of sheer desire, a lot of hard 
work and an organization called 
Crossroads, Syliva made it to 
Botswana, Africa this past sum-
mer. 
Not only was Sylvia excited 
about sharing her experience with 
me, she also entertained me with a 
wonderful slide show that entail-
ed only a fraction of the pictures 
she brought back. 
Imagine, Botswana, a country 
on the other side of the world 
where peoples' lifestyles are much 
different than our own. You have 
the opportunity to live with them 
and to understand their ways. 
Q: How does Crossroads 
work? 
. A: Crossroads js a private, non-
profit cultural exchange program 
that started 27 years ago to pro-
mote understanding between 
Africans and Americans. So far 
6,000 Americans have gone to 
Africa and 2,000 Africans have 
come to America. Americans go 
in groups of about 10 to work in 
rural areas for five weeks and 
travel for two weeks. 
Q: Who gave you the money to 
go? 
A: I had to fund raise the 
money to go, which was $2,750. 
This money was all given to me in 
Spokane by churches, service 
organizations, private individuals 
and businesses. 
Q: Did Eastern help you in any 
way? 
A: The library gave me 12 rolls 
of film. 
Q: What was the Botswana 
countryside like? 
A: Botswana is mostly a desert 
-- the Kalahari Desert. So it is 
very flat and very dry. It has had 
a severe drought and hasn't rain-
ed for two years. The desert is 
mostly brush and small trees. 
Q: What kind of animals are in 
Botswana? 
A: Botswana is one of the 
richest countries in Africa for 
wildlife. They have elephants, 
zebras, giraffes, crocodiles, water 
buffalo, hippos, monkeys, ba-
boons, ostriches, lions and many 
more. We saw most of these 
animals except the lions on the 
game reserves. 
Q: What was your first ex-
perience with culture shock? 
A: I had been looking into 
Africa for two years so I wouldn't 
have the same culture shock that 
others would have. I knew there 
weren't going to be toilets in the 
village. I didnt' think much about 
toilet paper, but you better believe 
I took some with me -- we all did. 
It was difficult to wash my hands, 
my clothes or my hair. but it 
didn't feel like culture shock. I 
. 
guess it just felt like being uncom- open, and helpful to us. Many 
fortable most of the time. people spoke English. However. 
Q: What was the project you when we were at our village peo-
were working on? pie were stand-offish. When we · 
A: The project for my group would ask if we could visit their 
was to go to a village on the cen- homes, it wasn't uncommon for 
tral Kalahari lo make bricks to be them to say "my home isn't good 
used for a culture center. Forty enough." 
thousand bricks were needed for , Q: Did you travel while you 
the facility. We knew when we were there? 
went there we would not be able A: We traveled throughout 
to make that many. We woqld most of Botswana and to Soweto 
just make as many as we could .. · in South Africa. Soweto is a 
Q: How did you make the township of all black people who 
bricks? work in Johannesburg. My first 
A: The brick molding involved experience of going into Soweto 
getting sand with a big truck. A was all of a sudden having this big 
truck and a driver had been hired black cloud arise in front of me. 
for us. We had to get the sand, br- You see, the people burn coal. It 
ing 'rCback and then we had to was very hard to breathe. People 
make the pits for mixing the ce- have to work for the same 
ment. Then we had to get water, employer for ten years before 
which was very, very difficult. they can get a house there. If they 
Q: How did you do that? 
A: It's a long story that would 
probably take me two weeks to 
tell. We tried everything we could 
think of. The water was about an 
eighth of a mile away. We had 
brick-molding machines. We 
would make five bricks at a time. 
The bricks had to be layed, wet, 
one at a time and allowed to dry. 
They had to be watered several 
times so they would harden pro-
perly. Then they were stacked. 
We made 10,700 bricks and we 
worked two and a half weeks. 
people. 
Q: What advice would you give 
to someone going to Botswana? 
A: To take an open mind and 
an open heart and you won't have 
any problems. People are treated 
very well there. Racial equality 
exists •Chere. There is no 
discrimination. 
Q: What are you going to do 
with this experience? 
A: This fall I'll be presenting 
programs of my time in Africa to 
the many people and organiza-
tions that helped me to go. I 
would like to work in Africa at 
some time and learn an African 
language. 
Q: Only two and a half weeks 
when you were there for five? 
A: One of the main re-
quirements for Crossroads par-
ticipants is that you be flexible 
because things are never certain in 
the villages. We were told we'd be 
,-----Coupon-■----• 
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money EAA's drive 
The Eagle Athletic Association. Flying high to meet Eastern's 
cholarship needs? 
Yes and no. But it's on the way. 
In the wake of Eastern's fourth loss against Big Sky competion 
last Saturday in Moscow, Idaho (Eagles lost to the Vandals 38-24), 
the fund raising must go on. 
This particular fund raising, by the newly created booster club --
EAA -- will eventually defray some of the financial scholarship load 
for both men's and women's sports . hs purpose is to ease some of 
the monetary burden of the overextended general athletic bud et. 
As Eastern begins the two-to-
three-year process of beefing up 
its athletic programs to Division I 
level of competition, it's apparent 
it will take higher quality athlete~ 
to win or even stay competitive. 
" We've had some good Divsion 
11 athletes," said Tom Puskarich, 
EWU assistant athletic director of 
promotions. But not all of those 
athletes, especially the borderline 
ones, will be recruited in the 
future by EWU, he said. To date, 
the EEA has attracted 215 
members and has collected just 
over $25,000 in cash pledges and 
donations, Puskarich reports. 
/ 
TOM PUSKARICH 
"The contributions are to help increase the amount of money 
already budgeted," Puskarich said, "and to help fulfill it (the 
budget) and exceed it. The money is earm.:rked for scholarships." 
The formal fund-raising began 
in late July and ended in early 
September. Puskarich, hired in 
the spring to direct Eastern's pro-
motional ventures, said April and 
May will eventually be the fund-
raising months . He was hired too 
late last spring to kick off the 
EAA booster club then, so he had 
no chocie but to use the summer 
vacation months to get things off 





·•we had to build a base," Puskarich said. "We couldn't wait until 
next spring to start fund 'raising. We wanted to get about 540 
members during one summer drive, but the major portion of the 
membership drive tuok place during August, which is the biggest 
vacation month of the year. 
"But we have a good base to work with. Officially the campaign 
for membership is over until next spring, but we're always open to 
accepting more members and donations," he said. 
While it's Puskarich's hope to attract $75,000 in donations and 
pledges by spring, his long-range goal is to raise $300,000 to 
$4000,000 in two to three years. 
A full-ride scholarship is worth roughly $3,500. As a Division 11 
independent for the 1983 season only, Eastern's football team was 
able to recruit 45 freshmen and/ or transfers last spring, compared 
with Big Sky schools which can offer up to 65 scholarships a year. 
The only way Eastern will be able to compete is to offer 65 full-rides 
as well. 
One fact should be made clear. The EAA was not formed as a 
fund-raising organization for just football, but for all men's and 
women's sports. But it's painfully evident that football needs the 
most help and the most ahtletes. 
The athletic budget faces the possibility of $90,000 in deficits, 
largely because of poor gate revenue -- i.e. no crowds. But it 
budgeted $375,000 for scholarships. Whether it will be enough 
won't be known until recruiting time next spring. 
Puskarich is concerned about low-crowd turnouts for the first 
two home football games. The total attendance for the home games 
is 3,430 -- 6,500 below projected attendance figures. "We're playing 
opponents with no rivalries established yet," he said. "We're con-
cerned about the crowds. I would say just 5 to 10 percent of the peo-
ple of Spokane are aware of what we're doing.,, Eastern ha~ three 
home football games remaining. Two of the contests will be played 
in Spokane. "Realistically it would be nice to get 6,000 to 7,000 peo-
ple to each of those games,,, he said. 
"People come to games for three reasons or a combination 
thereof. They come because of professional reasons, social reasons 
or because they like intercollegiate sports," Puskarich said. "What 
we want to do is make it a social gathering." 
Why wasn't some form of fund raising developed at Eastern two 
years ago at the time the school was gearing up for the move to up-
per level competition in athletics? Puskarich says it was in the long 
range plans, but not implemented. 
ls Eastern on the right track toward financing Division I 
athletics? Puskarich says he has been told that Eastern is headed in 
. .__the right direction. "People away from our situation and at similar 
universities are telling us we're doing the right things (as far as pro-
motion is concerned),,, he said. "The money and the cr~wds will 
come." 
Strange, but true department: Why is redshirt freshman Graig 
"Goose" Givens seeing more action on the bench than on the field? 
Those who followp EWU football last year will remember he led the 
Eagles in rushing with 491 yards on 82 carries, a 6 yards-per-carry 
average. He broke the record for rushing;touchdowns by Jn EWU 
player when he scored five times against Simon Fraser. 
This year Givens has carried the ball seven times for 40 yards. 
, _. ... ~~ 
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Eastern's Leonard Baker (96) and Frank Sheldon corral Weber Slate quarterback Tim Bernal. (Staff photo 
by Brad Garrison) 
Mountain WAC v-ball 
teams face 17-12 EWU 
By Colin Cowherd 
Sports Staff Writer 
A much-improved EWU 
volleyball squad will host the 
University of Montana and Mon-
tana State on Reese Court Friday 
and Saturday in their first two 
Mountain West Athletic Con-
ference home games. 
Tuesday the Eagles will meet 
Spokane Falls Community Col-
lege in a non-conference v-ball 
match on Eastern's campus. 
Coach Barb Moe's troops are 
17- l 3 overall and 0-3 in the 
Mountain WAC, following last 
Tuesday's 15-7, 15-8, 15-11 loss at 
Idaho. 
They traveled to Boise State 
and Portland State last week. At 
Boise, EWU was outscored 16-14, 
15-9, 5-15 and 15-13. The Eagles 
were handled 15-6, 15-9 and 15-3 
by the Portland State Vikings. 
Last year's Eagle club was 5-25. 
This fall the ladies hope to gain 
one of the top four spots in the 
MW AC. That would qualify 
Eastern for the conference cham-
pionships held on the court of the 
league kingpin. . 
According to Moe, seniors Sara 
Ufford and Lori Hansen are pro-
bably playing the best volleyball 
for EWU. The Eagles were forced 
to play without their services 
against Idaho. Ufford was ill and 
Hansen was out with a sprain. 
The volleyball boss feels her 
Eagles must improve to seriously 
contend for an MW AC playoff 
berth. "We have a lot of improve-
ment to make," she said. "The 
passing is definitely better. We 
don't have any renown hitters, so 
we just have to keep working hard 
and keep cranking them up.'' 
Portland State is heavily 
favored to cop the MWAC title. 
Friday's home match is just 
Eastern's second date in Cheney 
in 20 games. In the Eagles' home 
opener two weeks ago, a crowd of 
390 watched as EWU downed 
Spokane rival · Whitworth. It's 
believed that the crowd is an 
EWU all-time attendance record 
for a volleyball match. 
Exhibition 
Next Tuesday, the Spokane 
Volleyball Club, one of the area's 
outstanding men's teams, will 
play an exhibition match prior to 
Eastern hosting Spokane Falls. 
The exhibition begins at 5 p.m. 
Eastern's home volleyball mat-
ches being at 7:30 p.m. 
Guy Johnson and 0a'¥e Flutts celebrate after Johnson cauaht a 57-yard touchdown aerial rrom Rob James. 
(Staff pboto by Brad GarrilOD) 
1 
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Good hunting doesn't always mean killing 
By Steve Hayes 
Outdoor writer 
The bright stars glistened in the 
black sky as I drifted down the 
slough toward the first full day of 
duck season. The river where the 
blind was took nearly an hour to 
reach by floating the sleepy creek 
that emptied into the Pend Oreille 
River. It was a perfect spot to 
hunt from and my anticipation 
grew with each bend in the 
slough. 
As I twisted through the last 
curve I ·heard low voices and the 
muffled thump of an oar hitting 
the side of an aluminum boat. I 
swore under my breath and back-
paddled immediately. I hadn't 
gotten an early enough start and a 
couple of other duck hunters had 
beaten me to the blind. It was 
something I had to expect though. 
I was hunting land where-the lan-
downer was generous enough to 
let more than one group of sport-
smen hunt. · 
I quietly turned my boat back 
upstream and began t<? think of 
another place to hunt. It really 
upset me that I wouldn't be able 
to hunt the river . My anticipation 
turned into frustration as I realiz-
ed that I wouldn't have the decoys 
and blind set up before daybreak. 
Just as the eastern sky was tur-
ning gray I came to a wide spot in 
Mr. 
the creek . It wasn' t a bad place to 
hunt from but by the time I got 
the decoys in the water and the 
boat it was fully light. Two dif-
ferent groups of mallards had 
already approached and they 
flared when they saw me setting 
up a blind. They were locals and 
wouldn't be back. 
From my position I could see 
ducks constantly flying back and 
forth along the river. Every so 
often I heard the distant firing of 
shotguns from the river as the ear-
ly duck hunters began to bag their 
limits. The action was slow for me 
th though, my six-month-old 1-old 
golden retriever became restless as 
I brooded over my misfortune. 
The plans I had of enjoying a 
morning of duck gunning had 
been ruined. I would be lucky if I 
even got any shots. Most of the 
ducks that flew over me were well 
above the water and ignored my 
pleas with the call. My pessimism 
grew. 
The morning dragged on and 
just as I had decided to leave I 
heard the distant honking of 
Canada geese. They were coming 
off the water far downstream and 
flying toward the hunters on the 
river. I could see their dark forms 
strung out in a long line against 
the mountains as they approached 
the hunter's blind . They were 
talking to the birds with soft 
honks from goose calls and the 
geese called back. 
Suddenly the lead goose flared 
and the rest of the flock followed. 
Something must not have been 
right with the early hunters' setup 
and the geese honked angrily. 
The birds then turned from the 
river and began to fly up the 
slough. The pup had been wat-
ching the geese with perked ears 
and now she stood up. I put a 
reassuring hand on her head and 
told her that we might get lucky 
after all. 
The geese were about 80 yards 
from my blind when they set their 
wings and began to glide in • I 
lowered my head and gripped the 
dog's collar. As the birds sank 
toward the decoys I realized that 
my pessimism was gone. The only 
thing I fell was excitement. The 
geese were coming in to my 
decoys and were going to fly right 
over the blind. 
The geese came closer; 40, 30, 
then 20 yards. But still I didn't 
shoot. At this rang I could actual-
ly see their faces and expressions. 
At 15 yards I stood from the 
blind. I was too entranced to do 
anything but watch. 
The lead goose instantly craned 
h\!r neck and looked right down 
nSchnapps. 
Look for Mr Boston ~ two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide 
Avail able at bookstores or through Warner Books 
75 Rockefeller Plaza. Special Sales. Dept 8 , New York, New York !0019 
Mr Boston Schnapps 54 60. and 100 proof Produced by Mr Boston O,sllller. Owensboro. KY, Albany GA ' 1982 
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on me. The flock flared as if they 
were a single unit and still I did 
not shoot. Somehow it didn' t 
matter. Even though I wasn't at 
the best blind and hadn 't shot a 
limit of birds, I still just as suc-
cessful. It' s not every day that a . 
person gets to look a wild goose 
right in the eye. I felt privileged. 
The geese continued to gain 
alti tude and began to chat with 
each other again as they flew off. 
The pup stood at my feet wat-
ching them and shaking with ex-
citement. She looked at me and 
whined. I walked toward the boat 
and she followed. ''Come on 
pup," J said. "Let's go home." 
Steve While, who suffered a separated rib against Idaho last Salurday, 
prepares lo fire a pass lo an Eagle receiver. Weber Slale's Anthony 
Dozier gives chase. (Slaff photo by Doreen Bienz) 
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Punt ~,-t urn~ / Y~rrt , 7 /?1 I C. / 117 r. :·rnrr pr IIPI!" nr, yr1 ·. " Y' I 11 r,ctoff ~ n urn~/Yarr1< 1/f,1 11/?II() Pt l hdrfl t",Uft 7 4(, 71 .,, ,., 
: ntPrC(.'11t l ()n ~/Ydrr1~ 7 /46 './I U1 r i oy~ j 7 17. h 11 
l'un! •,/Y-lr~, 7~/1117 71 /1 144 
I: I ~cl / Av•J CJ/4 '1. 6 r;n1, 4 
rumfii , ,~.;1 o--, t 1 i , ~ 6/4 Pl:1.1 r~ · ,:,, ! \ "" 
... ,,., ,1V I I~ 
l'rnd l llC•\/Yards J',/l1f, ll /746 Puyear I ~ 11 .r, fl 
· hi r r1 nuwn r.nnvC'r c., i on--. 711/75 70/1,4 r ,11v-.r '• 7:, 4 . (, 11 
111,<· o f Po~ •, ,.~~ i CHI 7 .01. 1q I. 5n : 41 Connor \ I I.', I 
PlltlT Illf. no y,t ~. av1 lq 111'. rPC[P iOfl r,c· IIP::•, no y1•. t1 
r now 1 tor, 7/l 1137 40 . 6 5.1 F rH",e 1 75 ?S 
PuyPdr I 71 21 
rrr:n rn,L~: liar-rio tt 14? ){ 51 ! JO{ zr, )( 47 M5 
E:,U 0EFOISIVE FOOTBALL STATl Sl lf.S 
Lt tl[MEII UT AT TT Lt llEBACK[RS UT AT TT 
60 \j ler1 e~ki , Ken 0 0 0 q Al tena, Bi 11 t 6 7 
61 Walters , Leroy 2 9 11 32 Granger, Don 4 31 35 
66 Bridger, Chet 10 13 23 39 Thie~ sen , Chri s 1 R 9 
7J Ki ngston , l~he 0 0 0 51 Metter, Je rr 6 23 29 
86 Rencken, Larry 4 9 13 54 Se idel, Chris 0 1 1 
90 Staudenraus. Frank 7 15 22 55 Kinney , Tom 2 24 26 
91 Berg, Paul 0 2 2 57 Cole, Steve 13 12 25 
95 Chase . Paul 1 1 2 72 Manning, M3tt 0 2 2 
96 Saker . Leonard 1 6 7 
98 Sheldon, Frank 12 15 27 
0EF E11S1VE BACKS UT AT TT OTHERS UT AT TT 
1 Redden, Rick 1 2 3 7 llhitc. Steve 0 1 1 
4 Hansen, Chris 2 6 8 17 Harriot l, 0avc 0 1 I 
8 Kaiser , Jerry 10 7 17 18 r1 och. Jeff 0 2 2 
11 Langeman, Lad in 4 1 11 34 Isaacson , Chr is l 1 2 
13 Davis, lloble 9 11 20 
15 Puyear, Mark 0 6 6 
21 Logan , Tim 0 0 0 
22 ~ordes , Hark. 1 0 1 
25 Friese, Rob 2 8 10 
33 Archie , Ron 7 17 24 
38 Eddy, John 0 6 6 
40 Parish , Doug 0 I l 
TACKLF S FDR LOSS 
(8) Kaiser 1/4, (9 ) A 1 lena l /3 , (32 ) Granger 2/11, (Jq ) Th iessen 1/ 1, (51) Metter 1/ 6 , 
(55) Ki nney 2/14, (66 l Bridger 1/1, (86) Rencken 1/7, (90 ) Staudenraus 8/37, (Q5 ) Chase 1/1 , 
(98) Sheldon 4/24. 
FUMBLES R(C0VER 0 
(8) Kai ser, (321 Granger, 161 l \lat ters, (qa) Sheldon. 
PA S[~ BROKE l UP 
(I) R1dJ~r . (Al r.al•.er :, , ( I l l LJngc1114c ", (13) rllv 1s , (25) ,,,e,.,, (32) Cranger ~. (.nl Arcn,~ . 
(39 ) Thiessen 2, (51 l Metter', (55) Kinney , (571 Cole 2, (86! Rencken, (90) Staudcnraus, 
( 98 l She 1 don 2. 
SAC S 
(Rl Kai~er, (371 Gra nger, ( 55 ) Kinne . (86 ) Re ncten, (90) St.iudenrau, 4 , ( 98) Shel don 3. 
✓ 
·"' 
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Vandals, Allen 
sprint by EWU 




ty of Idaho utilized the speed of 
flanker Brian Allen to def eat the 
winless Eastern Eagles 38-24 last 
Saturday in front of 12,500 spec-
tators in the Kibbie Dome. 
Allen only caught four passes, 
but three of them went for Vandal 
touchdowns. 
Once again the fourth quarter 
was a nemesis of the Eagles. 
EWU had tied the game at 17 on 
Tracy Poffenroth's touchdown 
grab of a Steve White pass with 
~even minutes left in the third 
quarter. Then Idaho quarterback 
Ken Hobart threw three con-
secutive touchdown passes, two 
of them to Allen, to seal the game 
for the Vandals. 
A bright spot for the Eagles 
came from tailback Jeff Haack 
who led off all scoring with a 70-
yard touchdown romp in the first 
quarter. Haack gained 92 yards 
on 13 carries to lead all rushers. 
Another bright spot for the 
Eagles came from their own 
speedster C:raig Richardson, who 
had seven catches on the game, in-
cluding a 80-yard score. 
After playing to a 7-7 tie in the 
first quarter, the Eagles fell 
behind 17-10 before halftime, 
despite a 42-yard field goal by 
Dave Marriott. EWU was still 
down by a touchdown at the end 
of the third quarter, before the 
Vandals outscored them 14-7 in 
the final quarter. 
One area where Eastern excell-
ed was punting. Ron Knowlton 
repeatedly got the Eagles out of 
trouble. He punted nine timesfor 
an average of 44 yards a boot, 
many of those coming from deep 
in Eastery territory. 
"We didn't play well enough to 
win the ball game," EWU Coach 
Dick Zornes said. "We did some 
things to get ourselves back in the 
game and make it interesting but 
.. 
Eastern's Tim Bradbury, who has 12 receptions on the season for 169 yards, tries to flee the arasp of 
State's Gus Lawlar. EWU lost to Weber State 21-17 two weeks ago. (Staff photo by Doreen Blenz) 
they scored quickly so we never 
really got momentum on our side. 
"Our defense hurt us and our 
major mistake on defense is just 
the fact that we aren't hitting 
anybody.'' 
Eastern will play its fifth Big our defense," said Zornes. '~hey 
Sky opponent Saturday when the ran the ball effectively and that 
Eagles travel to Flagstaff, Ariz., set up their bombs. I'm tir d of 
to meet Northern Arizona. EWU losing and maybe this team has to 
knocked off NAU 14-7 last year. win a game in order to learn/ how 
"Idaho did a good job against to win!' • 
Winless Eagles Dy to Arizona 
Dick Zornes knew what his 
Eagles had to do against Idaho 
last week to win, and the mission 
was to stop Ken Hobart, the Van-
dals' throwin' Idahoan. 
Saturday Zornes doesn't know 
which NAU team Eastern will 
face. The one that Weber State 
controlled 26-13 early in the 
season or the team that knocked 
off Montana State 33-16 and nar-
rowly lost to Montana last week 
21-17. 
"They (NAU) are an improved 
team," Zornes said. "They really 
should have beaten Montana last 
week. It's a ballgame we feel if we 
play as well as we can we'll be in 
there. We've felt that way every 
week, but we've had too many 
critical mistakes and mental 
mistakes." 
Eastern fans can follow the 
Eagles as they face their fifth Big 
Sky opponent Saturday on KGA 
( 1510) AM. The pre-game show 
begins at 7: 15 p.m. (PDT) with 
Scott Miller bringing the play-by-
play and kickoff at 7:30. 
Northern Arizona has two 
things in its favor. One is revenge, 
the second Pete Mandley. The 
Eagles upset the Lumberjacks in 
their Flagstaff-bassed Walkup 
Skydome 14-7 last year in a def en-
sive struggle. 
Mandley, a flanker, can break 
the NCAA Division I-AA record 
1'ror combined kick return yardage 
Saturday. He already holds NAU 
punt return records . 
Through the Lumberdjack's 
game with Montana State, 
Mandley has returned punts 718 
·•\ 
yards over his career which is an 
NAU record. He is less than 100 
yards away from breaking the 
NCAA I-AA record for combined 
return yardage (kicks and punts) 
with an overall return mark of 
2,353 yards. 
An Eastern question mark is 
quarterback Steve . White. The 
Eagle signal caller suffers a rib 
separtation last Saturday against 
Idaho, but is ·expected to play. 
Although laden w_ith injuries, 
Eastern will only sit one player 
out this Saturday as Rob Friese, a 
cornerback, is recovering from a 
pulled muscle. A total of 10 
Eagles have been affected by one 
injury of another, while several 
others have suffered bumps and 
bruises. 
White, gradually gaining on 
one-season EWU passing records , 
has completed 90 passes out of 
161 attempts for 827 yards (.559). 
Notes 
Eastern will be on artificial turf 
for the fourth time in five ~ames 
and indoors for the secondl week 
in a row. I 
EWU's Ron Knowlton hplds a 
40.6 punting average t~rough 
four games. / 
The Eagles' split and / Craig 
Richardson, who suffe~ed a 
broken nose against Ida o but 
will play this week, caugh seven 
I 
passes against the Vandals or 151 
yards. 
NAU is 2-2 overall, 1-2 in Big 
Sky action. 
Lumberjack quarterbac Mike 
Mendoza has statistics almost 
identical of White's. He h~s com-
pleted 66 of 114 passes fi/or 820 
yards. 
Zornes on last week's game 
with Idaho: "I thought ftjr three 
quarters we didn't get btt real 
bad (on defense), but I hought 
our defensive players gave I p part 
way through the fourth l uarter. 
We want h1 make su e that 
doesn't happen again. 
"Our offensive line didn't have 
a good ballgame. " I 
EXAMS • FRAMES • LENS~S • CONTACT LENSES 
A phone call get ::: yau started. 
235-5127 Chene,y Pn,leu,onel C1" er 6?~ .. e .. Sv·nt Cht-ne ~-----------·-------------,--
FOrQualily 
and Price 
We deli¥er gasoline, 
diesel and lubricants 
·Bl·Ll's FILLS 
838-5047 235-440 
103 First - Cheney 
Spoka 
By David Akerly 
TACOMA -- It seemed too 
good to be true. 
A National Hockey League 
game in Tacoma? That's what 
took place last week when the 
Calgary Flames met the Los 
Angeles Kings in an exhibition 
matchup before nearly 13,000 en-
thusiastic fans. 
Who would have dreamed it a 
few years ago? Ah, that one's 
answered easily enough. It was 
those creative folks from the City 
of Destiny who had the good 
sense to ignore the critics and 
erect a mini-mushroom in the 
shadow of 1-S. 
Those of us from the west side 
of the Cascades and north of 
Pierce County (Seattle) couldn't 
help but snicker when the city 
fathers of Tacoma announced 
their plans for a domed arena just 
outside the downtown area. 
Questions immediately arose. 
Who would book a show there 
when they could stage a show in 
the much-larger Kingdome or 
smaller but equally well cared for 
Coliseum only 30 miles north? 
How could they compete? A 
wooden dome? Preposterous. 
Heck, they'll lose their shirts and 
before you know it the place will 
EWUteams 
place ninth 
at Ft. Casey 
By Colin Cowherd 
Sports Slaff Writer 
Both men's and women's cross 
country teams traveled to 
Whidbey Island last Saturday to 
compete in the Fort Casey Invita-
tional. 
Eastern's men placed ninth 
overall out of 24 teams. 
Simon Fraser, last year's Na-
tional Association of Inter-
collegiate Athletics cross country 
champions, placed first. 
The women also finished ninth. 
The Eagles competed in a field of 
20 squads. 
For the men, Mark Huitink, a 
sophomore from Kennewick, was / 
the highest Eastern qualifier. He 
placed 27th with a time 31 : 12.8. / 
Mike McGlade placed' 40th 
overall, while Rich Schwartz 
finished 72nd, Duke Bachellor 
nabbed 80th and Jeff Enzler grab-
bed 82nd. 
Coach Jerry Martin, whose I 
Eagles captured this eveni last 
year, was slightly disappointed, / 
albeit not surprised by the perfor-
mance of his harriers. "I thought I 
we would run a little better," said 
Martin. "But this is how a groupd/ 
this young would normally run. I 
did think two freshmen, Schwartz 
and Enzler, ran well ." 
Marty Beauchamp, competing/ 
unattached, took first with a time 
of 29:45.9 over the 10-kilometet 
course. 
The lO K course (6.2 miles) wa 
tough, according to Martin. 
· The women 
Top finisher for the women waJ 
agile Michelle Ballentine. ' Sh~ 
placed 38th overall with a 18:19.t 
clocking. Cheryl Flom placed Sis~ 
with a 18:34.4 time. 
Cheryl Yoke grabbed 81 st~ 
Megan MacDermott took 82nl 
and Bobbi Annette finished 92n , 
over the 5-kilometer course (3. 
miles). 
The top women's team was 
Idaho with 72 points. EW 
scored 226. 
"We're progressing ever 
week," said Coach Deborah Ta -
nehill optimistically about h r 
thinclads. 
Tannehill also noted that Flom 
and Annette are coming off i -
juries. 
The men will compete Salurd y 
in the Coca-Cola/Spokane C 
Cross Country Invitational. T e 
women will take the week off. 
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e needs a Tacoma Dome 
wi d up being a S44 million white 
elephant. And besides, the city 
sm 1 lied funny .... 
hat' s water under the bridge, 
bu there ·was still considerable 
s ulation going on until very 
re ently--that is, until something 
ha pened that silenced all of the 
s~irking critics. The place opened 
fot business. 
I 
Check out these numbers. Over 
1.J, million people have walked 
th ough the Dome's doors in the 
fi st five months of operation, 
with few of the shows sporting 
eJ~nts. 
And basically that's how 
T coma Dome director Mike 
Gebauer would like to keep it. 
" jrhe pro sports thing ends up be-
ing a kind of Catch-22 situation 
f ~; the facility," he said. "f ou've got to have it for the 
p estige, but once you get it, you 
s art to lose money.'' 
Indeed. Recent figures indicate 
t~at as many as 95 percent of all 
multi-purpose arenas in the 
United States are in the red. The 
P,rime reason? Most place too 
~igh an emphasis on professional 
~nd collegiate sporting events, ty-
if1g up too many valuable dates 
Y(ith a single-interest activity. 
' fSports interests only 25 percent 
Commentary 
.Jf the general public," Gebauer 
,aid ... If we tie up 40 dates for 
hockey and 20-plus for indoor 
,occer, we're not pleasing 7S per-
:ent of the people." 
But sports is what attracts 
publicity for this kind of facility, 
and the Tacoma Dome is no ex-
:eption. Even now the Seattle 
Supersonics have announced that 
they will play five of their home 
·games in the Tac-Dome this 
season, with the ads billing them 
as the "Tacoma Sonics," much to 
the chagrin of Seattleites. 
And let us not for get a team 
that played a supporting role in 
the death of the Seattle Sounders 
franchise, the new Tacoma Stars 
soccer club. 
As Tacoma opens its first Ma-
jor Indoor Soccer League season 
next month, team officials are 
predicting average .:rowds of 
8,000 to 10,000 per game, and 
early ticket sales are booming. 
Why? It seems Tacomans are 
tired of living in the shadow of 
Seattle's "big-time" reputation 
and are leaping at the chance to be 
a part of the city's first major-
. . , 
league sports entry. 
Oops, almost forgot the in-
f am o us Tacoma Tides. 
Remember the Tides? American 
Soccer League, 1976? Add their 
best three home crowds together 
and one might be able to fill 
Woodward Stadium, but I doubt 
it. Weren't they big time? Be 
serious . ... 
Then we're back to this NHL 
thing again. Aside from some 
basic problems, such as poor sight 
lines in the first ten rows of 
seating, and the fact that the nets 
were not attached to the ice 
(sliding around at the slightest 
vibration), the Tac-Dome is not a 
bad place to see a hockey game. 
Obviously, its seating capacity 
· (22,000) is attractive to league of-
ficials, especially in comparison 
to Seattle's Coliseum (14,000). 
Gebauer put the possibility of 
Tacoma landing a pro hockey 
team in proper perspective. 
' 'Other than this exhibition game, 
I haven' t given the NHL a second 
thought in the past eight mon-
ths," he said. " Hey, nobody has 
come through that door with $15-
20 million dollars to buy a team." 
Of course all of this is being 
monitored very closely by some 
folks closer to Cheney; the city of 
Spokane. That the aging and 
decrepit Coliseum has got to be 
replaced is seemingly agreed upon 
by all. But what do we build to 
take its place? A strong pitch has 
been made for construction of a 
facility very similar to the 
Tacoma Dome, a size ideally 
suited to Spokane. Large enough 
for football? Forget it, for that 
we have Joe Albi. But for basket-
ball, ice hockey and soccer it 
would be perfect, .and it goes • without saying that the number ~f 
concert dates boo ked into 
Spokane wou ld increase 
Jramatically. The list is endless, 
and the time has come. 
Three years ago the people of 
Seattle were laughing . Now, it's 
the Tacoma folks wearing the 
smiles, while those who run the 
Kingdome and Seattle Center 
Coliseum collectively scratch their 
heads. 
Watch out, Emerald City. That 
pushy little town to the south has 
gotten a taste of the big time. It 
looks like you may have to share 
your pie. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: David 
Akerly is a Radio-Television ma-
jor involved with sports broad-
casting. He was named program 
director for Eastern 's radio sta-
tion this week. · 
* Announcing the challenge of the century. * 
~ . •1'11t; l~·~r :~!/, ;~II; ,t;,~ /- ~· 
'W·,l,!L . : ~,.-, ., ,.,, IJ,' ,_,. J TM 
TALE OF THE TAPE 
Height: _ _ _ 10.16 cm 
Weight: __ 2A1 kilograms 
Stride: ___ 6.35 cm 
Length: ___ 20.32 cm 
Best CJocking: _ Broke the 
3 minute meter 
(3/20/81) 
THE WORLD FAMOUS 
COORS LIGHT RACING TIJ1KI.U 
S ON .ALL t8111ERS 
BRING YOUR OWN RACING JURliLE 
AND TAKE ON SILVER BULLET! 
DATE: OCT. 12 . lilME: 12-5 
See your campus rep for entry form. 
You can get your turitle at 
PRIZES! Wililning turitle aad trainer 
get picture irn paper. 
PLACE: EWU 
198i Aaolph Coc1rs Co Golde,, ColC>1,;oo 0401 
- .. 
• ',.,,! .... - , 1 
, ~ J • • • • ' \:i;t 
• __ ., ...... 'lot"\; 
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New computer center 
under construction 
By Robert M. Siler 
Associate Editor 
A gutted building, once a cam-
pus eyesore, is now becoming 
Eastern's newest step into the 
computer age. 
The old maintenance center, 
located between Martin Hall and 
Tawanka, is currently undergoing 
extensive renovation and expan-
sion . When completed next year , 
the building will become EWU's 
new computer cente:r with 
facilities for schools of industrial 
technology, physics, and math 
and computer sciences. 
The first floor of the center will ' 
house the University's main com-
puter· banks and an extended-
hours terminal room. 
Tom Pyle, director of in-
stitutional research, said that 
depending on demand and budget 
allowances, the terminal room 
would be open 16 to 18 hours a 
day with qualified people 
available to assist students. 
"Its purpose is to provide more 
efficiently, and with more 
capability, for th•e (.:omputer) 











J -I JI I ; ~~ _J --~ ·- -· 
t • ·•"" ...... 
---- . ~-.... "" 
.. -- -- •··-,.__. , 
. ' . 4 The second floor of the 
building will contain of fices for 
the acadmic departments, with 
special purpose classrooms for 
each of the departments, Pyle 
sa,id. 
Construction continues on Easterns latest step into the computer world. The building is ex peeled to be completed bv next 
summer. (Staff photo by Doreen Bienz) 
· Some of the University's ex-
is-t'ing equipment will be con-
solidated in the new center, Pyle 
said. Heavily used areas. 
however, in Patterson, Kingston 
and Martin Halls will likely re-
main as satellites to the new 
center to handle any overflow 
computing needs. he said. 
EAR PIERCING! 
We'll pierce your ears .. . in a simple procedure with 
surgical sterile studs. 
Ea, piercing takes less than 2 minutes . 
• Includes 24k gold over surgical grade stainless stud!> and clasps 
• Hypo-allergenic 
• All work done by trained personnel 
DATE AND TIME: 
ONLY $3.99 
No children 
under school age 
Sat., Oct. 8 - 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Cheney OWi Pharmacy 









~---------------, I (---t!~U~!i " I 
liAVi\G E t•~---_ 'GflOUi"E I 
I PIZZ~ -.. ~~~,;· PARLORI 
I ~~~-~ 
I I 
I ·Large or Giant Pizza 1 I Good thru 10/20/83 I 
I ALL DEl!.IVERIES FREE •1 
I in Cheney ' · I 
I Cheney 122 College & 2nd I 
235-6193, 824-4901 1 I Deliveries & Video Games · ■ ·-----------------
The building is scheduled to be 
comp!ete by August, 1984, Pyle 
said, but it may be quite a while 
it is fully equipped, he added. 
Eastern has about $200,000 to 
spend on new equipment this 
year, he said, but none of that 
money is specifically allocated to 
the new center. 
Cost of renovation and expan-
sion of the building will be about 
$2 million. 
Frat is leeking for members 
By Susan Waldsorf 
· Staff Writer 
If some of you male dorm 
residents are already fed up with 
your roommate or with Tawanka 
food, here's an alternative way of 
housing you might want to con-
sider. 
The Delta Chi fraternity is cur-
rently having a membership drive. 
Numerous students have already 
been exposed to Delta Chi at a re-
cent party the fraternity held 
which was interrupted by police. 
This party was just one of the 
many activities that Delta Chi is 
planning this year. A Halloween 
masquerade party, a golf tourna-
ment and car washes are just a 




Delta Chi was formed at 
Eastern one year ago. They began 
with ten guys and no house. The 
fraternity cur-rently has 40 
members and a house at 317 Col-
lege Street, where 15 of its 
members live. 
Delta Chi is now a colony 
fraternity. To gain charter status, 
they have certain guidelines they 
must follow. One of those in-
cludes donating a certain 
~mount of monev to charities. 
Numerous fund-raising functions 
such as parties and the above 
menuonea acllvtties are scheduled 
to help Delta Chi accomplish this . 
Turkey $2.39 
with Cheese 
Ron Yenney, spokesman for 
the group, feels people have all 
fraternities stereotyped as a 
bunch of preppies. He wants peo-
ple to know that this isn't true and 
that though this fraternity has a 
lot of fun, they also have serious 
intentions other than having par-
ties. Served with potato chips and d ill pickle sl ices 
Choice of Swiss. American or Provolone Cheese If you are interested in Delta 
Chi and would like some more in-
formation, contact Ron Yenney 
or Jim Garrett at 235-5386. 
Coupon expires Oct. 12, 1983 
1204 • 1st Cheney 235-8126 
OAU£'S AUTO 
Foreign & ,.11•0 
American 117!:,. Auto 
Repair ~lCIAl.lllNG IN 
New& 




Vintage Auto Parts 
24 Hour Wrecker Service 
PHONE 




4 Sr••• Hotline Servlc• 
Route 3, Box 45 
Chen_!Y.._ WA 9fKJCH 
I 
II 




YOUR COMPUll RESUME SERVICE! . 
Let us prepare your resume. We're a full service print shop. 
614-3383 w·. 331 Main, Spoune, WA 
- EASY PARKING -
Due to c1n error beyond our control, Ancrc1h Printing's ad and alphabetlcc11i 
listing were omitted In the yellow pages of the 1983 Telephone Directory. 
.:. 
.. . 
'Trash piling up since last spring 
:~;{~j, 
• A lack of communication may have been responsible for this tr~sh 
build up outside the Dental Hygiene Clinic. (Staff photo by Gene 
Dietzen) 
✓ 
Garbage P!led outside the dental hygiene building since spring 
quarter conunue!. to accumulate, causing litter problems and a 
potential health hazard. 
Janitors stack garbage on the north side of the building said 
personnel in dental hygiene. They said they called the physical 
plant several times and were told that a garbage truck cannot get 
close enough to the building to pick it up. 
Ron ~cConnell, in charge of campus grounds, said the 
Easte~ner s telephone call was the first he heard of the problem. 
He sa1? he would contact the janitor's department to arrange for 
removing the garbage and finding a suitable disposal site.· 















18531st, Cheney, WA 
~ Contemperary Chrls-tlan '"ll ~ 
Worship . 
_ __...,Sundays at 
Emmanuel Lutheran 
Church 
639 Elm St. 
Fellowship, €offee, & 
Donuts at 10:30 
Worship at 11:30 
Choir Practice Wednesdays 7:30 
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Dorm wiadow project 
is no hit with residents 
By Susan Walsdorf 
Staff Writer ,, 
Dorm residents were angered 
this week by a decision to rig the 
upper-level dorm windows of 
Pearce and Dressler to prohibit 
them from opening more than 15 
inches. 
Dennis Kohler, acting director 
of dining and services, said the 
decision was made after a recom-
mendation form the EWU safety 
committee concerning the poten-
tial hazards of these windows. 
He said the dangers involving 
these windows are numerous. 
People hanging out of them, the 
throwing of beer bottles, and the 
hazard of students clamboring on 
their desks in front of the win-
dows in Pearce Hall are just a few 
of the problems. 
Many residents in Dressler Hall 
were upset when first hearing of 
the proposed plan. A petition 
against the construction was cir-
culated by Todd Ringenbach, a 
resident of Dressler. 
"I do agree these windows are 
unsafe," Ringenbach said. "The 
school has plans for replacing 
these windows in a few years but 
I'm upset because they're spen-
ding extra money on this Band-
Aid job when new windows will 
be put in soon." 
Campus maintenance specialist 
Frank Bernard agrees that the 
windows are unsafe. "I've been 
w_orking on those dorm windows 
for 16 years and they're the most 
dangerous things I've ever seen," 
Bernard says. He's been hearing 
talk of reolacin~ the windows for 
Look before you bite 
Have you ever wondered if cer-
tain foods will better your athletic 
performance or if you can lose 
weight by eating grapefruit ten 
times a day? Well, now all your 
nutrition questions can be 
answered! 
This column is being coor-
dinated with the Student Nutri-
tional Awareness Center, also 
new to campus this fall . The 




-Weight Loss Class (watch for 
details) 
. -
several years now but nothing has 
ever been done. 
"It's impossible to get parts for 
those (existing) windows we've 
been jerry-rigging them ever since 
they were bou~ht," Bernard Said. 
"They've been damn lucky no 
one has been hurt. 
Kohler said new windows are 
budgeted for the 1984-85 school 
year for Dressler Hall and for 
Pearce Hall the following year. 
Costs are estimated to be about 
$90,000 for each building. The 
current project of blocking the 
windows at 15 inches will cost 
about $4,000, he said. 
Residents of the upper floors o f 
Dressler Hall wre given a choice 
as to whether they wanted their 
windows rigged or not. Many 
students declined and only one 
window has been finished. 
Ringenbach said most students 
don't want the work done becuase 
it will hinder much-needed air cir-
culation in their rooms. 
EWU plans on going ahead 
with the project according to Don 
Manson, director of auxiliary ser-
vices. They will do the rooms 
where the students have no objec-
tions first and go back and deal 
with the others one by one. 
Manson said the new windows 
will be designed for energy effi-
cienty as well as safetv. 
A new feature to The Easterner 
this fall will be a nutritional ad-
vice column. Your nutrition ques-
tions will be answered each week 
by a senior dietetic student in the 
Home Economics department. 
Just turn your questions into the 
Easterner office by Wednesday 
ea~h week and watch for your 
_ -Determination of Body Fat 
-Individualized Diets & much r--------, 
more ! COUPON 
The awareness center has I Jiffy I 
something for everyone so stop by I Cl I 
Hargreaves Hall room 117 88n&rS 
Thursdays 1 :00-4:00 p.m. • I Dry Clean Jeans I answer in the column. 
~******************************-* . * : Rocky Mountain : 
* * ! JEANS i 
i 1995•2495 i 
: SELECTED STYLES ! 
* * * * i Fashion Parlour ! 
** F&M Business Center ** Hours: Mon.-Sat. Ch * 10_6 PM eney, WA 99004 * 
~ (509) 235-5148 * 
~******************************* 
I 2. •1 I 
I She washed and wore her I designer jeans didn't 
I know what dry cleaned I means. 
I Ory clean jeans look I better, last longer 
I For every acceptable and I printable jeangle Jiffy 
I Cleaners wil l do $5 of dry I cleaning for the originator. 
I Take to Jiffy Cleaners or I Eastern PUB Box 720. 
I Show name. address and I phone number. Jeangles 
I become property of J i ffy I Cleaners 
I Bring Your Jeans To: I 
I Jiffy Cleaners I 
I 
1708 First St., Cheney I 
Phone 235-6249 
Gn 11p n ri Req1.1red • 1 Per G11s1nm er I Expires 10 12 b3 I 
L C~UPON ..I ------




I ALLEY WAY GRILLE I 
NACHOS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.80 
AND 
CHEDDAR N' CHIPS. . . . . . . $1.05 
andinthe 
I MAIN STREET DELI I .. 
Baked Potatoes with Assorted Toppings 
, .. • .. 
.. 
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!classifieds Clubs are for everyone 
197~ vw P RBEETLE 
• od a ll around car for tudents . 
od conditio n. Call after 5:00, 
466-1988 , Spo kane. Price a flexi -
ble $1050. 
~ingle father \ ho have informal 
, r legal joint or sole custody 
needed fo r research study spon-
. red by Washingto n State 
niversity. C hildren must be 12-
1' years . Call single Parent 
Re earch Project , 326-7270. 
Earn $500 or more each school 
,year. Flexible hours . Month!y 
!payment for placing posters on 
:campus. Bonus based on results . 
!Prizes awarded as well. 800-526-
0883. 
H ELP WANTED - $241 .20 week-
ly checks. National company. 
. tart immediately. Your weekly 
paycheck mailed every Friday for 
the work you have done that 
week . No experience. All ages . 
Paychecks full y guaranteed . 
C omplete details, pay scale , an 
application form sent on request. 
Write to: J . L. Box 273 St. John , 
WA 99171. 
By Alice Kirkmire 
Staff Writer 
Each year the ASEWU 
recognizes many clubs and 
o rganizations that involve 
Eastern students and faculty . In 
past ASEWU has recognized over 
80 clubs per year, but only ten 
clubs have filed for recognition so 
far this fall . 
The problem, according to Ex-
ecutive Assistant Rod Fazzari, is 
that the clubs just don't know the 
benefits of being recognized by 
ASEWU . " It seems like every 
vear we have oroblems soreading 
the word, " said Fazzari. "It's a 
real easy procedure. A.II they (the 
clubs) have to do is fill out a form 
and supply a constitution. It takes 
about five minutes." 
Fazzari said there are many ad-
vantages to being a recognized 
club on campus, the largest being 
the fact that recognized clubs get 
free use of PUB rooms. They are 
also given the opportunity to app-
ly for money through the Finance 
Committee. Another advantage is 
that clubs can schedule dances or 
OVER SEAS JOBS - Sum - educational events and, aside 
me r/ year round. Europe, S. fro m getting free use of a room if 
A_mer., Australia, Asia. All they spend over $600 they'll ~et 
F_1elds . . $500-$1200 mo nthly . 66% of that back . Also any 
1ght.seeing . Free in fo . Write IJr recognized club will appear in the 
Box 52-W A-2, Corona Del Mar , lis t of clubs on campus, stirring 
CA 92625 . 
EASTERNER 
•••••••• f • •••• • •••••••• 
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Deadline Monday 9:00 a·.rn. 
Payment Due When Ad is Submitted 
Checks Payable to Alpha Kappa Psi 
For !~formation C_all 359-7930 
Showie's 
Presents 
Today ____ _ 
9·-1 Live Music 
o\JE.F\ Dan Lavin l\lo 
t.iO c Free Peanuts co,,,l:R 
Tomorrow ____ _ 




75• Bottles & Cans 
Happy Hour 
.-
Stay Tuned Next Week for l-lomecoming 
Big Party! 
more involvement fro m the stu-
dent body. 
Fazzari pointed out that groups 
recognized last spring and sum-
mer quarters must re-apply this 
fall for ASE WU recognition. 
Also worrying Fazzari is the 
lack of interest on the students 
part in the associated student 
committees. "These positions us-
ed to fill up so fast," commented 
· Fazzari. "It's simply a way for a 
student to get involved without 
too much of a committment. It 
doesn't take a lot of a person's 
time, and it looks real good on a. 
resume.' ' 
These committees include many 
topics from the Athletic Policy 
Board to the Financial Aid an~ 
Awards Committee. These com-
mittees meet no more than once a 
week, and can be an interesting 
aspcect of student government. It 
gives students the opportunity to 
work together with the faculty on 
important issues, Fazzari said . 
Any interested student should 
contact Fazzari at the PUB room 
307. Also ask for a free copy ot 
the 1983-84 Associated Student 
Committee Manual, which con-
tains a detailed description of all 
committees on campus. 
WSL 
. .. continued from page 1 
Representatives of state univer-
sity chapters will meet on a 
regular basis to chart the progress 
of the lobby and discuss issues im-
portant to the group. 
Students who support the lobby 
will have a chance to change their 
minds under a refund sys tem 
established by the group. Under 
the refund policy students who 
join the lobby have five weeks 
after a quarter begins to request a 
refund of their dollar. Those 
donating the dollar will be 
counted as members of WSL and 
their names will be forwarded to 





ldenti-kit composite of suspect 
·n burglary/assault/robbery case 
ccurring on the early morning of 





5'7" to 5'9" 
Seminar 
. . . continued from page I 
Hall. Vogel attended a special 
seminar given by San ford 
September 12 for residence hall 
officers at Eastern. 
The free, hour-and-a-half 
seminar will be given at noon at 
the Women's Center and at 7 
p.m. in the Streeter-Morrison 






1115 3rd St. 











Anyone with information may 
contact University Police at 359-
6300 and ask for the detective in 
charge of the investigation or the 
duty sergeant. 
Note: Suspec.t's hair is blonde, 
not dark as depicited in com-
posite. 
pie show up than the room can 
hold, Sanford will hold a second 
seminar about a half hour after 
the first is over, Vogel said. 
Hall invited Sanford to Eastern 
after meeting him in Seattle this 
summer at a national housing of-
ficers conference. The rape of a 
student in the residence halls last 
April, the first reported rape in 
over five years, had made her 
aware that some students needed 
more education about personal 
safety. 
'' I was concerned last spring 
when (after the rape) we still had 
some women leaving their rooms 
unlocked," Hall said. 
Hall attended a session on rape 
and assault counseling given by 
Sanford at the conference. Im-
pressed by his presentation, she 
asked hiQt to come to Eastern this 
fall, she said. 
Hall said that followup sessions 
will be put together for students 
who w~nt more information. 
These will be done on a floor by 
floor basis, she said. Residential 
life is aiso planning an alcohol 
and drug awareness seminar, she 
said. 
**************************** t . HOW TO ADVERTISE : 
t In The Easterner! : 
: :,~~~ SUBM/TADSTO : 
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t 369-7900 : 
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